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PREFACE 

Literature on NhM is so vast in lhdia that a dissertation 

on it would seem repetitiv·e and hence urn.,relrome, for a student 

of international politics. It is better to take off from 

such a negative premise and justify my endeavour inspi·te of 

for \-!ha tever it is worth. 

This dissertation does not glos~ over the usual arguments 

advanced in favour of or against the movement for nonalignrrent. 

It seeks to explore the reasons that lend the nnverrx=nt, its 

continued historical importance. It seeks to shift the argu

ment to a different plane and focus upon an aspect of :t-1\>1 

which had been given some.-rhat less attention till no\·r ~ the 

economic agenda -- on the basis of which the movement has 

disoovered ne\'1 grounds to work upon and jUstify its functioning. 

Indeed with ~~e collapse of the Soviet Union, the phenomenon 

of bipolarity, Cold ';;Tar died down too. 'Ihe biographers of 

:NAM were suddenly at a loss regariling the relevance of the 

movement. This indeed featured on NAM discussion forums. 

After orotracted discuss ions on t.'-le theme it v1as argued that 

the rrovement could offer a read·,-made platform to bring about 

a revolution on the economic front in the underdeveloped 

world. It "~:-Till be misleading to conclude ho .... ,ever that t.~is 

aspect was not given any attention earlier, but the accent 

on it was overshadowed by international political calculations 

to strive for world peace. 'lhus it was only to be a shift 

in emphasis rather than a novel area of activity. This 

dissertation deals \·Ji th the whole question with particular 
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thrust on its role in the past i;J preserving world 9·eace. 

The dissertation branches out into five Chapters. 

The first chapter is introductory; it traces the origin and 

history of the rrovement. ~·lith the second, we enter into 

the mui:-il)ocly of our discusc-:ion: role of NAJ1 i0. securing 

world peace. Here the liability of NAt-1 as a shiftin·? fulcrur:1 

in the international bipolar pmver game has been analysed. 

'Ihe analysis has been supplemented ""ith empirical evaluation 

of the performance of NAf·1 throu:;rh different conflict situations 

vhich threat~_n<:!d v10rld peace. The third chapter deals with 

the crucial issue of relevance (or irrelevance?) of NAM in 

t.~e changed international context. The fourth cha!_:lter is a 
.-, 

corollanz to it: it spreads before us the economic agenda and 

examines the fate of 'b'1e rrover:ent in the lio;rht of its past 

performance in the field. The fifth and i;:.he last cl1apter 

is the concludin<J part where the discussion dra~·rs to close 

with an optimistic note. I have done my bit. And I hur.ilily 

a•..,ai t the evaluation by my teachers and examiners. 
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Abbreviations Used : 

c p s u 

ECOSOC 

G D P 

I D A 

I H F 

I N F 

NAM 

N·I E 0 

P L 0 

U N 

UNCTAD 

UN 0 

SWAP 0 

. . 
: 

• . 

Corrmunist Party of Soviet Union 

Economic and Social Cbuncil 

Gross I:Omestic Product 

International Development Association 

International I>bnetary Fund 

: International Range Nuclear Force 

: !ibn-Aligned l"ovement 

: ~w International Economic Order 

: Palestine Liberation Organisation 

: 1United Nations 

: United Nations Cbnference on Trade And 

D9velopment 

: 

• . 
United N3.tions Organisation 

South-West African Peoples' Organisation 



CHAPTER - I 

NJN-ALIGNED HOVEP..ENT : HISTORY AND OR!GllJ 



:tb theory of international relations is o::>J'T!)lete \vithout 

taking into account the development of nonalignment. 1 The 

l'bn- A1 igned M:>vement ( NAM) i n general, and India's no nal ignmen t 

in particular is a post World War II phenomenon. In interna

tional relations nonalignment demonstrates in three forms: as 

a foreign policy doctrine of majority of the developing Third 

~·lorld countries, as a specific foreign policy orientation, and 

as a political association of the developing countries - NAM. 
2 

Nonalignrrent, as a novel idea, rooted in the ethos of the 
I 

world politics but developed at the height of the "Cold War 11 

or East-~·lest conflict is an alternative to tJ1e bipolarity of 

the SUper P0"7ers. The Second ~·1orld War and its a~termath 

represented a threshold point for the reshaping of the globe. 

'D1e world \·.dtness ed the dominance of two and only t~'O Super 

Powers, the Soviet Union and the United States, each hostile 

to the other on each and every global issue on the ground of 

their contradictory ideologies. The result was that rrost of 

the independent nations came to be grouped into mutually 

antagonistic blocs. It was not practically possible for any 

nation to keep aloof from this power politics. Against this 

backdrop the doctrine of nonalignment opened its veil and 

started to play an important role on the vrorld stage. 

1 

2 

J .t,·J. Burton, International Relations: A 
~ral Theo~ (Cambridge, 1967), p.16J. 

Y. Etinger, NAM Histoff and Reality:_6 
study {lew Delhi, 1987 , p.l. 

/ 
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1-bnalignrrent emerged during the Cold Har period in 

which the \e.'Orld divide<t into tl-.'0 blocks-; one led by Soviet 

Union and the other United states • But Cold vlar "'·as by 

no means the sole cause of that errergence. Its basic roots 

lie in Ja..,,aharlal Nehru's historic declaration of India • s 

foreign Policy on 7 September 1946. He declared : 

n We propose, as far as possible, to keep away 
from the power politics of groups, aligned 
against one another, which have led in the past 
to vlorld Wars and which may again lead to disaster 
on an even vaster scale. ~·le believe that peace 
and freedom are indivisible and the denial of 
freedom anywhere must endanger freedom else1...rhere 
and lead to conflict and war. He are particularly 
interested in the emancipation of colonial and 
dependent countries and people, and equal opportu
nities for all races" .3 

So nonalignment is in every sense a brain-child of the 

incomparable Nehru. 4 He 't-7as indubitably the chief, if not the/ 

sole progenitor of a rroverrent that is knm·:n today a~ the lbn-

Aligned ~vement Ui>.H). 

The first definition of nonalignment as a position of 

non-entanglement in the confrontation of the t~··o sides \'.'as 

the consequence of a complicated and complex picture of inter-

national relationsafter the second World Vlar. As the inter-

national conflicts and tensions were in offing there emerged 

3 Jawaharlal t:ehru, India 1s Foreign Policy s 
selected Speeches Seotember 1946-Anril 1961 
0'€w Delhi, 1971), p .2. 

4 Times of India, 31 August 1986. 
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an ever stronger tendency to\.,rards ·the complete emancipation 

and liberation of all peoples in the world and their free 

development, without pressure from outside. This process was 

to witness steady growth. It was to develop in variegated 

ways, from politically passive resistance movements. In this 

context first dramatic expression of this situation came \-lith 

the War in Korea. 5 

The original nonaligned countries, among them both 

India and Yugoslavia, refused to become involved in the con£-

1 ict rather on the ot."ler hand they tried their efforts for the 

reestablishment of peace. In connection vlith this conflict 

the word •nonalignment • apparently came for the first time 

into general usage. This state of mind led also to adopting 

the term nonalignment for the joint activities in world politics. 

In other \-lOrds, the origin of nonalignment must be traced back 

to the decision to stand outside of the world-wide confronta-

tion putting one major pot.Yer against the other shortly after 

the war. 

NOnalignment curing its initial phase meant not to be 

aligned vTith either of the two blocs. As for e."<arnple,during 

the early phase of years of its inception during the Korean / 

~·Jar its ideologues thought, it is unvrise not to step in and 

5 Leo Hates, tbnalignment: Theorv and current 
Policy (Belgrade, 1972), p.104. 
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act positively, first working for the cessation of hostilities 

and then creatiog an environrrent for co-existence which could 

serve the purpose of preventing similar new clashes in the 

future. As such nonalignment evolved right from the beginni~ 

neither as a dogma nor as a creed nor an imnutable plank of 

policy. It ,!as rrore "a state of mind" which a natioh or an 

individual w~uld adopt to meet individual or international 

situations. 

It is very clear that the foreign policy of India has 

always been stJ:Uctured in such a way as to conform to the 

principles of ~ as would be seen from her regular stress 

on the following points : 

{a) disentanglement in the Cold war politics 
and avoidance of military alliance with 
any of the two Super Po\-rers; 

{b) pursuit and prorrotion of the ideas of peace 
and freedom; 

(c) emancipation of colonialism; 

(d) . and eradication of practice of radicalism 
in south Africa and in any part of the ~~rld. 

These principles formed the core of the foreign policy 

options of a host o£ ne"~ly indepeooent countries of A.<:>ia and 

Africa as their aspirations "'ere to becorre independent subjects 

in international life. Nbnalignment was chosen to be an 

instrurrent, or a means, of a foreign policy by its founders, 

like India, in order that they. might give fuller meaning and 

content of their newly achieved political independence. 
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fureover, they \-,anted to shape autonomously their destiny 

in a manner in \<o.>hich their national interests can be prote-

cted and promoted. In this direction they aspire to organise 

themselves at interstate level inorder to ensure more favou-

rable international conditions for their specific economic 

arx5 political interests. For this they looked upon interna-

tional peace as a prerequisite for achievement of this objec-

tive. That is why they opposed <l:>ld War, bloc politics. The 

Prime Minister of Jamaica made this point very clear by saying 

that "nonaligned m::>vement did begin si,mply because there were 

blocs. It opposed block power configurations •••• cecause 

they involved limitations imposed by the v:orld political 

environment upon freedom." 6 

During tl::?hru •s tenure as the Prime .Lvlinister of India 

India •s foreign pol icy caine to be recognised in course of 

time as a m::>del pattern ,..:rithin the foid of ".l'bnalignrrent", and 

with the active oooperation of 't<.'Orld figures like Gamel Al:del 

Nasser, the president of Egypt; Kwame Jikrumah of Cl"lana, the 

president Sukarno of Indonesia, and ·president Joseph B. Tito 

of Yugoslavia the same nonalignment policies fonned the basis 

of their foreign policy. The bases of the concept nonalignrrent 

were made evident by the pronouncements of its founding fathers 

and thereafter summarised and crystallised in the Cairo Prepa-

ratory Conference held in June 1961. It is there that the 

6 ·Michel Hanley, "Third lvorld Under Changes: 
A Politics of Affirmation", Third World 
Quarterly {London), January 1980, p.29. 
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criteria for nonalignment were laid down. And a.roong these, 

first priority was given "an independent policy based on 

peaceful coexistence and nonalignment". Next in importance 

was the support for "rrovements for national independence". 

And the rest three points were prohibitive in nature; i.e. 

the nonaligned countries l'rere not to become members of 

multilateral military alliances, not to concede military bases, 

and not to become members of bilateral or regional defence 

arrangements made "in the context of Great po'l.-.•er conflicts". 7 

The term "nonalignment" has been difficult for outsiders 

to understand and intezpret. For western scholars it has 

hardly meant anything more than equal distance from the Super 
·) 

Powers. But this is too simplistic an explanation of nonalig-

nment. Nonalignment is not passive neutrality nor equidistanoe 

from two power blocs as it seems to corrrnon people. Rather it 

is a dynamic policy of action which makes its best efforts to 

bring an end to world-wide exploitation and subservience in 

one form or another. The demands for liberation and the right 

for self determination have been the guiding principles of 

nonalignment. For Nehru and other founding fathers of the 

nonaligned rrovement, nonalignment was not just non-membership 

of military blocs or alliances rather for them it Pas an 

attitude of mind, a sense of loyalty, a cormnitment to the 

idea of national independence and establishment of peace 

7" G.H. Jansen, Afro-Asia and Nonalignment 
(london, 1966), pp.285-6. 
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inspired by the de.·:dre of every country to chart its m·m 

course for ~Jelfare of its o~m people "dthout external 

interference. As Gamel Abdel Nasser stated in 1961 that 

nonalignment "ineans that we ought to decide what t-'e believe 

in and not according to what might satisfy and particular 

country. It means that our policy is not attached to the 

~olicy of any other country or the big powers~ 8 

Many scholars have viewed nonalignment is an effective 

strategy for maximising economic aid from rival blocs eager 
9 

to extend their influence or limit that of another.· Yet for 

Nehru, its content, articulated before the actual term in 

speeches dating from 1946, embodies a separate identitv and 

role for developing states. Unlike alignment, nonalignment 

is not directed against any ideology, bloc of nations • 10 It is 

evident from the l::eginning that the nonaligned countries did 

not adopt an ant2gonistic attitude to"-•ards the one or the 

other major military alliance. The aim ,.~as rather to orevent 

clashes, to restore peace if it "'as broken and to continue to 

the overcoming of the O:>ld War and other form of permanent 

8 Interview of President Nasser with Hanz Fleig 
of Hamburg TV, 1961, Published in Gamal Abdel 
Nasser, On NOn-Alignment (Cairo: Information 
Administration, Hinistry of National Guidance, 
(1966), n.17 Quoted in Ridlard L. Jackson, 
The N:>naiigned, the UN and· the SUper Powers 
{New York, 1983) ,p. 7. 

9 Jackson, no.Q, p.6. 

10 H;,S. Raj an, t-bnalignmnt and the N:>naliqned 
1'-bvement ( n~w Delhi, 1990), p .12. 
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confrontation a.mong great powers. So. nonaligmrent is not 

.. sitting on the fence" in respect of "-'Orld issues of the 

day; nor does it mean lack of conviction. It is certainly 

not opportunitism or expediency. 11 

l'bnalignment is certainly not "neutrality" of non-

beligerent nations during a general war; nor is it neutrality 

of the Swiss and the Austrian brands in peace times. It is 

also not "neutralism" evidenced in non-official circles in 

some aligned countries; nor is it the • neutralism • of non-

12 bloc states, such as the Sweden and Ireland. The nonaligned 

were always aiming at a world in which all nations, small or 

populous, rich or poor, would live together in peace and have 

an equal chance to enhance their \-Jell-being by replacing the 

confrontation of organised and armed groups of states by 

universal cooperation. The main objective of nonalignment as 

told by ~ehru at Columbia Uhiversity in 1949 : 

11 

12' 

11 
••• the pursuit of peace, not through alignrn:=nt 

with any major group of po"V~ers but throUJh an 
independent approach to each controversial and 
disputed issue; the liberation of subjected 
peoples; the maintenance of freedom, both nation
al and individual; the elimination of social 
discrimination; and the elimination of wants, 
desease, and ignorance with greater part of the 
world •s population suffers'' .13 

Ibid., p.ll. 

Myron Weiner, Neutralism and l'bnalignment". 
on Encyclopaedia of the 3:)cial Sciences, 
1972 edn., vol.ll-12, pp.16'6-172. 

Jawaharlal Nehru, no.3, Quoted in K.P. Misra, ed., 
!·bnalignment: Frontiers and Dynamics ( ll:!"VT Delhi, 
1982), p.24. 
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It is this anti-illl'erialist struggles that brought 

various newly independent countries of Africa, Asia, Europe, 

Latin America and the Carribbean regions to appreciate the 

basic thrust of nonalignment. In this context the nonaligned 

rrovement ( NAH) is the natural product of that historical 

situation which became a powerful force and achieved fruitful 

results in a wider scale. 'nle peoples liberated recently 

from the yoke of colonialism have realised that their ability 

to safeguard t.~eir independence and remain a vocal force in 

a \'.'Orld where -::he rules are made by the Super Powers "·ill be 

minimal unless they combine forces, Unite efforts, and organ-

ise their potential for joint action in international arena 
.) 

vlithin the frame.,vork of a trend or rrovement based on huma.ni-

tar ian principles and a fair and. just viev.' of international 

relations. Therefore, a group of small newly-independent 

countries which had bitter experience of colonialism took the 

initiative in establishing this irrportant rroverrent. 

The early meetings of Asian, African and Latin American 

delegations during 1940s and 1950s were an indispensable 

gestation period for nonaligned nnvernent (:t'N'1). However, the 

meeting at San Francisco to set up the United Nations inspired 

a separate meeting of Asian states which materialised in 1947 

the As ian Relations Conference held in Ne,.• Delhi. Besides 

this one, conferences "rere also held on Indonesia in t~\·J Delhi, 

1949, and in Colombo in 1954. Though several meetings of 

representatives of the developing countries had been held :t:efore 
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1955, historians view the BandU,ng Cl:>nference {1955} was 

a stepping stone for the Movement of the nonaligned 

countries.
14 

The BandUng a:>nference was held from April 18 to 24, 

-1955, in the city of Bandung, Java {presently Indonesia) 

which justifies its name. It represented 29 African and 

Asian countries. The participants of that conference were 

Afghanistan, Burma, Cambodia (Kampuchea), Ceylon (Sri Lanka), 

China, the .terrocratic Republic of Vietnam, Egypt, Ethiopia, 

Ghana, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Japan, Jordun, Laos, 

Lebanon, Liberia, Libya, Nepal, Pakistan, the Phillipines, 

the Saudi Arabia, Siam {Thailand}, South Vietnam, Syria, 

Sudan, 1'urkey and Yemen. .t-br-eover the well known leaders 

't-:ho attended the O::>nference in Bandung were Jawaharlal Nehru, 

Gamel Abdel Nasser, Ahmed Sukarno, Pham Van Dong, and Chou 

En Lai. 

The final oommunique unanimausly adopted by the confere-

nee gives a clear outline of the id~as of positive neutrality 

and active nonalignment, \>.ilich t<>ere subsecruently reflected 

in the deliberations of the First Summit of the rrovement of 

the nonaligned countries, which met in Belgrade. During that 

time, the United States was pursuing its aim of world domina

tion, put into effect a number of unilateral and multilateral 

rroves. Faced t.;ith this grO\·rth of military blocs, the partici-

pating countries at the Bandung Cbnference adopted the 

14 Karen Brutents, "NJn-Aligned M::>vernent Today", 
Social Sciences {USSR), vol.XVI, no.2, 1985, 
p.148. 
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following principles : 

{1) respect for the basic rights of nations 
in keeping with the principles enunciated 
in the United Nations charter; 

(2) respect for the sovereignty and territorial 
integrity of all nations; 

(3) recognition of the equality of all races and 
all nations, both large and small; 

(4) non-intervention and non-interference in the 
internal affairs of the other countries: 

(5) respect for the right of every nation to defend 
itself individually and collectively in agree
ment "dth the United Nations chartpr; 

{6) refusal to participate in collective defence 
projects designed to serve the particular 
interest of the great po"~>Ters, no matter "-'h ich 
pO'I-·-'ers they are; condemnation of 1any pressure 
put on another country at the instigation of 
any great po't<1er; 

(7) abstention from any act or threat of aggression 
or use of force against the territorial integrity 
or political independence of another country; 

(8) settlement of all international conflicts by 
peaceful means such as negotiation or concili
ation, arbitration, international tribunals, 
or any other peaceful means which may be chosen 
by the interested countries in accord with the 
United Nations charter; 

(9) prorrotion of mutual interests and cooperation: 

(10) respect for justice and international obligations~ 5 

Bandung meeting was a necessary step along the way. 

Phylosophically, Bandung was strongly ,mfluenced by five 

principles (Panchsheel). These principles derived from India's 

15 Bandung I:bcurnent in Ivo Dvorak, trans., 
N::>naligned Countries (London, 1983), p.ll. 
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tradition of nonviolence, promoted by Prime ~linister Nehru 

at that time. This panchsheel "1ere elal:orated into the 

above ten principles and provided a fram~~rk for the evolu-

tion of nonaligned rrovement (N~.M). ~breover, the year 1956 

is a landmark in the evolution of the nonaligned m:>verrent. 

The crisis over the nationalisation of the SUez Canal led to 

the Anglo-French military invasion of Egypt in collusion 

with Israel. This resulted consequently a greatest confron-

tation between radical nationalism and imperial powers in the 

first twenty years of the post-war era. The Polish uprising 

and the Hungarian revolt led to a clearly defined shift in 

Yugoslavia foreign policy. This double crisis brought India, 

Egypt, ?.nd Yugo!Jlavia together whidl became the nucleus around 

which the nonaligned movement gathered mornentum~ 6 

Nbnaligned movement, however, registered its beginning 

from the first N:>naligned SUmmit in September 1961. It "'as 

the heightened consciousness am::>ng new states and the evolving 

partnership of Tito, Nasser and Nehru were essential elements 

leading to the Belgrade Summit. In the coUrse of the six 

years l-flich passed from the Bandung O:Jnference to the first 

Summit Cbnference of the movement of the nonaligned countries 

in Belgrade, the anti-colonial process had reached momentum 

in Africa and Asia, and to a lesser degree also in Arnf'rica. 

16 Peter Willets, ~bnaligned l~vementt 
The Ori9ins of a Third ~·lorld Alliance 
1 Bombay, 197 8'), p .3. 
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This anti-colonial process helped in inspiring a movement 

of solidarity at both regional and international levels. 

In the history of the nonaligned moverrent, it is the 

Belgrade Summit of 1961 which was most important not only 

because it was a starting point but also because of the 

mutual confrontation and diversity of opinions it sprang up 

regarding the top priorities for ~M's future action plan. 

while all the important leaders emphasised for decolonisa

tion, it was only Nehru who put top priority on peace conside

ring at that time the prevailing international situation which 

was a great threat to the survival of humankind. Ho"to.oever 

ultimately Nehru •s ideas prevailed upon others because stabi-

1 isation of peace was considered :to be the most important task 

as it was felt that mankind has never been threatened ~ith 

graver consequences than today. Since then (Belgrade, 1961} 

the nonaligned rrovement has been on the way of progress in 

terms of both its membership and frequency of conferences, 

as well as there has also been a widening of the hor.izons of 

the movement. It has s~Tollen to 104 nations of the world. 

With its starting from Belgrade, in every three years NAM has 

been belding its summit, except the year of 1967 and 1982. 

In the meantime it has corr;>leted nine summit conferences by 

giving emphasis on va~ious issues and problems of the world. 

For our understanding we should look briefly these conferences 

and their top priorities in a very brief way. 
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The ~cond Summit Conference of nonaligned countries 

was held in cairo from October 5 to 10, 1984. It adopted 

a final declaration entitled, "A Programme of Peace and 

International Cooperation". The declaration was made that 

•lasting world peace cannot be realised as long as unj~~t 

conditions prevail and peoples under fqreign domination 

continue to be deprived of their fundamental rights to freedom, 

independence and self-determination. 17 

At the Third summit O:>nference held in Lusaka from 

September 8 to 10, 1970 where the membership increased from 

47 to 54, adopted two declarations. One on peace, development, 

cooperation and democratisation of international relations. 

The second one on nonalignment and economic progre~. The 

former contained a pledge on the part of the nonaligned 

countries to cultivate a spirit of self-reliance and to foster 

mutual cooperation among developing countries so as to impart 

strength of their national endeavour to fortify their inde-· 

pendence. 

The Fourth Summit Conference, held in Algiers from 

September 5 to 9, 1973, was attended by 75 member countries. 

'Ihe Summit Conference in Algiers adopted a political Declara-

tion, Economic Declaration, a programme of ACtion for 

17 Final Decurrent, The Programme for Peace and 
International Cboperation, Second Conference & 
N::>naligned Countries, Cairo October 5 to 10, 
1964 in Mates, no.s, p.434. 
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Economic. Cooperation among countries and also passed a 

number of other resolutions. 

When the nonaligned Summit met at Colombo from August 

16 to 19, 1976 its membersnip had grown to 86. In this 

context it was reiterated the opposition to forces of imperi

alism, colonialism, neocolonialism, racism and many other 

forms of alien domination as they constituted the underlying 

cause of international tensions which imperilled world peace 

and security. 

Havana was the venue of the Sixth Summit Conference of 

the nonaligned countries, which took place from September 3 to 

9, 1979. ·It ~-ras attended by 95 members and the session gave 

emphasis on political, economic programmes. 

The Seventh Summit meeting was held bet~€en 7 and 12 

March 1983 ~1hich was attended by 101 rrember countries. 'llle 

meeting gave a due consideration at global crlsis and in this 

direction it gave more emphasis on peace, disarmament and 

development which were very irrportant to human civilisation. 

'Ihe Eighth Surrmit of the nonaligned movement assembled 

at Harare, the capital of Zimbabwe, in 1986. It was ore erved 

the 25th anniversary of the unique rrovement of the have-nots 

of the world. In this meeting emphasis was given an economic 

situation as it has been adversely affecting the ter~s and 

balance of trade of the poor countries and the gap bet\-Jeen 

the rich and the poor, the haves and 
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have-nots grows on a wider scale. Besides, disarmament, 

development and the regional disputes were discussed, debated 

and redrafted. But the prirre focus was undoubtedly given 

on South Africa and this what made Harare stand out from other 

similar occasions- the agreement on a concrete·action plan. 

The Ninth SUmmit of the nonaligned rrovement was held at 

Belgrade in September 4-8, 1989. The cause of human rights 

and derrocracy was argued out during this summit. It also 

brought into focus the growing global concern for the environ

ment and other problems. It is suffice to say that the meetin;;r 

as a whole was devoted to economic prograrrmes for the develop-

ment of poor cx:>untries. The building of a llDre peaceful, 

secure, just equitable democratic and human world. 

It Y.'Ould be appropriate tD point out here that from the 

early phase anwards nonaligned rrovement •s efforts has been on 

the liberation struggle, freedom, justice, prosperity, and 

peace. It prevented a possible military confrontation and 

international conflict and thus helped in moderating the tens-

ions of the <l:lld War and prorroting peace. It should be reminded 

that the end of the Cold vlar, cessation of confrontation bet\o'een 

the Soviet Union and the United states, NATO and \var Sa"· Pact 

pose ever n~·~ pnblems before the nonaligned rrovement. BUt 

this does not call for "cessation of it~ existence" or "dying 
. . 18 
away" of the movement. It has been striving for the establish-

ment of New International Economic Order. The nonaligned 

Bangladesh Observer (Dacca), 11 August 1990. 
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movement today is giving more attention to,:ards the inequi-

ties of the ~~isting international monetary and financial 

system which goes in favour of rich countries of the glote. 

Therefore to bring an eyecatchin:J change, nonaligned movement 

today pledged with a strong determination to strive for the 

establishment of just international economic relations and 

next in order of importance for the protection .of environment 

in an ever most polluted world as it is today. 

Thus, the evolution of the N.Al-1 is the history of struggle 

for peace which is indispensable for the survival of human 

civilisation. The nonaligned movement's overall and consistent 

exertions have been the cause of World Pe(lce. To quote our 

~ate Prime Minister Hrs Indira Gandhi •s statement "nonaligned 
) 

. 19 
movement is the greatest peace rrovement in the \·JOrld". Inspite 

of multifacet internal and e,.:ternal challanges for the nonaligned 

movement nonaligmrent has not only survived as a movement but 

also has thrived, much to the dismay of West. Decades of 

attacks on it as 11 imroral", "stoo_ling for the Soviets", in 

consequential", etc. have not stopped its rank from becoming 

the greatest movement on the earth that has ever produced. 

It continues as a principal instrument for a peaceful, egali-

tarian world order and for a better tomorrow for the long 

suffering of the have-nots confirming its credentials as a 

highly relevant rn:)ral force in oontemporary international 

relations. 

19· National Herald (New Delhi}, 17 March 1991. 
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It is the appropriate time to examine the achievements 

and shortcomings of the nonaligned movement and to evaluate 

its future role. Whether ~~M deserves an eulogy or elegy in 

its role for peace-making during super Power rivalry is the 

most irrportant question. To give a fit answer to it we must 

trace its stand on various international issues troubling 

the \VOrld. 

The post-9:?rond World vlar era witnessed a turbulent phase 

in international politics. Ebth SUper PoFers became party to 

a nurnber of bilateral and multilateral pacts. Divergent 

ideologies, conflicting interests, lust for power and position, 

border disputes, political dissensions, religious discord, 

personal anirrosit•r, struggle for s~wremacy, etc. made interna

tional situation highly disquieting. Besides, the growing 

deterioration of the .international relation cumulated due to 

the policy of imperialism, colonialism, neo-colonialism, 

apartheid, racial discrimination and all forms of aggression, 

foreign occupation, domination, interference, intervention and 

great power rivalry. 

In this context, nonaligned movement, born as a third 

force to play a useful mediatory role against the background 

of SUper power rivalry, focused its attention on various 

problems shaping the nature of international relattons. Amidst 

the Cold War and escalating tensions, it kept itself alive to 

the need of peace and harmony in the world. Nbnaligned movement's 
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role can be assessed from the following basic aims of 

nonalignment 1 

••• the pursuit of world peace and peaceful 
co-existence by strengthening the role of 
nonaligned countries within the United -
Nations so that it will be a more effective 
obstacle against all forms of aggressive 
action and the threat or use of force against 
the freedom, indeoendence, sovereignty, and 
territorial integrity of any country, the 
fight against colonialism and racialism which 
are a negation of human equality and dignity ••• 1 

Concern for internal peace has been the rrost objective 

of NAM. But :r.:AM's struggle for peace has a striking differe-

nee and a remarkable uniqueness. For three decades, passing 

through ups and do"ms and vicissitudes of international pm,rer 
~) 

politics, nonaligllitent ~s a movement has successfully opnosed 

regional and global mili·tary alliances, racialism, colonialism, 

insisted on peace, peaceful coexistence and peaceful settlerrent 

of disputes, worked ceaselessly for disarmarrent for positive 

bilateral and multilateral relations. On the whole nonaligned 

movement •s contribution can be reflected in terms of six Ds : 

- decolonisation; 

- disarmament : 

development: 

- detente; 

- dissemination; and 

- derrocratisation. 2 

1 Documents of the Gatherings of Non-Aligned 
Countries, 1961-78 (Belgrade, 197R), p.45. 

2 Hans Koehler, ed., The Principles of :t-bn-.ZUignment 
(Third 'florld Centre for Research and Publishing Ltd. 
(London, 1982), p. 62. 
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The most spectacular achievement of NAM is found on 

its struggle against colonialism. The Second \'lorld War ended 

but vast areas of the world were still subjugated to colonial 

rule. The a1:olition of colonies and the struggle for indepe

ndence of colonial countries have been the main objectives 

of the nonaligned novement. For the peoples of Asia, Africa, 

and Latin America colonialism, that is to say, the policy of 

subjugating and exploiting other countries and nations, has 

been and continues to be enemy number one. 3 World peace and 

decolonisation are both ecrually important and correlated. 

The early members of the movement demanded that the process 

of deoolonisation should be hastened and completed. The issue 

of decolonisation always found a priority over other issues 

on the agenda of the nonaligned Irovement from time to tirre. 

At the first nonaligned summ.it, held at Belgrade in · 

1961, virtually all leaders demanded the end of colonialism. 

In the Declaration adopted in Belgrade it is stated that "a 

lasting peace can be achieved if ••• colonialism, imperialism, -

and neo-colonialism in all their manifestations are radically 

eliminated". 4 It is significant that 27 point charter of the 

conference began with the problems of colonialism. N:>naligned 

countrie'3 have accepted all means and forrrs of struggle, 

3. c.p. :Ehambri, "The Cllinese Aggression and India's 
Foreign Policy", Political Science Revie-r ( Jaipur), 
October 1965, pp.42-45. 

4 Dawn (Karachi), 15 April 1980. 
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because they consider that freedom and indepe~ence constitute 

the inviolable and inalienable rights of peoples. It is this 

belief v.7hich made the nonaligned countries into one of the 

chief sources of international support for numero-us- national 

liberation and peoples revolutionary movements in Africa, 

Asia, and Latin America, providing them extensive and political 

backing and material and financial assistance. During the past 

three decades, the policy of nonalignment indentified itself 

with the liberation struggle of the peoples of Algeria, Cango, 

Angola, .t-bzambique, Palestine, Vietnam, Kampuchea, Namibia 

and a number of other national liberation and people's revolu

tionary rrovement. 

) 
The policy of nonalignment is a policy of struggle against 

ii'Tl'erialism and racism. 5 fb-.;,rever, the task of decolonisation 

has been rrore or less accomplished. <l:>lonialism that had 

come to grip our planet in the course of the last four hundred 

years collapsed in about forty years. Though the role of NAM 

in the process of deoolonisation is not so praiseworthy but 

it can be concluded that the colonial question was in the 

focus of nonaligned countries • attention from the very begi-

nn!ng, and it remained there but in rather different conditions. 

These changes derived both from the successes achieved in 

decolonisation, Which multiplied the number and increased the 

importance of the nonaligned countries. 
DISS 

327.091724 
Sa198 Na V \-C(I 

) 

iilliiilliliilll:llliillilliiliililililiililiiilli 
5 Y. Zhukov et al, The Third World Problems _ 

Prospects (Moscow: Progress publishers, 1970), 
p.6o. 

TH4034 
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Cl.osely allied with the problem of colonialism is the 

mol~ dangerous doctrine of racial discrimination. While the 

spirit of freedom ano equality burns fierce in the human 

heart, yet there is no lack of agents to supress it. Even 

in the last quarter of the twentieth century, with its mind

boggling teChnological advances where the eqUality .of all rren 

has to be accepted as an indisputable norm, in one corner 

of the ~~rld, in SOuth Africa, prevails a system based on 

the outdated concept of the supremacv of one particular race 

over the others. And the hatefUl system of apartheid remains 

as an ugly scab on the face of humanity. Ruthless suppression, 

discrimination, institutionalised exploitation and oppression 

of the blacks by the minority whites are cornrron features. 

For the first time, N.AM :ty the very logic of v.'Orld 

developments and also of its own growth, has had . to take up 

a concrete plan of action. The determination of 1:-11\M members 

to help the freed:>m fighters in south Africa to dismantle the 

apartheid regime and thereby briri] to birth a new democratic 

South Africa, has led them to come forward with a concrete 

;) 

plan of action to enforce sanctions against the Pretoria 

regime. From its very first Summit at Belgrade in 1961, NAM 

has vigorously condemned the "inhuman pol i~; of racial ism 

pursued by South A£ rica". It has e;--:pres sed .<:;upport to the 

armed struggle going on for its eradication. As Raj i v G.=mdhi, 

once chairman of NAM, said India and the rest of the nonaligned 
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world 'WOUld spare no effort to bring the racist regime in 

South Africa to an ·end· r-t>reover the NAM'.s declaration on the 

struggle for National Liberation, adopted at the Fourth 

Conference of NOnaligned Countries (Algiers, September 1973), 

gives a good idea of ho,• the nonaligned rrovement matures 

and gro..,..•s stronger. . The declaration note~ 1 

~Having exhausted all peaceful means, and 
faced with the obstinacy of the colonial 
powers and the complicity of their protectors, 
in particular some NATO rrember-states, namely 
the united states of America, France, the 
United Kingdom and the Federal Republic of 
Germany, the oppressed people have no alter
native but the legitimate recourse to armed 
struggle in order to irrpose respect for their 6 right to self-determination and independence". 

Besides, ~4 also urged for the unconditional release 

of prisoners. who have been imprisoned for their opposition 

to apartheid, including :t-.elson Mandela, the African Congress 

leader. However, since the New Delhi Summit, the nonaligned 

movement has vigorously continuing its struggle against aparth

eid at its meetings in t-'evr York and at the Ministerial level 

meeting in Luaooa and ~· Delhi. 

Related to the policy of apartheid, South Africa's 

domination over the black nation of Namibia, formely kno"'n as 

South West Afric~is also subject to discussion. In Narn~bia's 

independence the role of the nonaligned movement should not 

6 Review of International Affairs vol.24, no.564, 
5 october 1973, pp~14-15. 
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be ignored. N:lmibia "'as supposed to be an independent country 

but it was no better than a colony or a dependency governed 

by Whites from Pretoria - the South African Capital. For 

years Namibian pe:>ple did fight against heavy odds to shake 

off the fetters. But in their success NAM • s role should not 

be underestimated. It is the struggle of the people of the 

Namibia, and the support of members of the N!U-: and the UN, is 

a test of the legitimacy and credibility of the nonaligned 

movement. 

NAM since its inception has continuously played a s igni-

ficant role in galvanising support for Namibian Independence. 

NAM championed the cause of freedom and liberty of the Namlbian 

People. The Ministerial Meetlng of the l'·tmaligned Coorelina-
.-l 

ting Burea at i'le'lrJ Delhi on 19 April 1.985 e">-pressed its solida-

rity "'ith Namibia "that brave nation yearning freedom". The 

announcement of an "interim government11 in N::lm~_bia in June 

1985, further aggravated the situation. At a special meeting 

of the UN Council for ~mibia, lbdia as chairnan voiced the 

•grave concern and profound indignation" over the formal 

installation by South Africa a "puppet" administration in 

Namibia. NAM recognised the South West African Peoples 

Organisation (SWAPO) as the role authentic representative of 

the Namibian People and proposed that SWAPO must secure greater 

assistance in its struggle. Ultimately Namibia got its indepen-

dence recently after a prolong struggle sacrificing many men 
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and material •. So NAM's effort in the independence of N:lmibia 

is no less ifllX)rtant. 

Similarly, on 19 .Hay 1986, south Africa launched aggre-

ssive attack against three Frontline states - Zimbabwe, zambia 

and Botswana, the target being the guerilla facilities and 

the offices of the African National Congress. This had been 

widely condemned, NAM called on the UN Security council to 

deal "t.o~ith promptly and effectively" with the serious threat 

to peace and security. 'lhe M:>vement •s Coordinating Bureau, 

reiterating its stand on sanctions against S:,uth Africa, 

condemned the policies of "constructive engagement" and active 

collaboration ,...,ith the apartheid regime. From the above active 

role it seems that NAm has reached a point of transition from 

a platform to an organ of action. 

NAM 1 s efforts at establishing world peace did not end 

with fighting against colonialism. In its capacity, :Z.!AM has 

also made its contribution for the preservance of peace and 

security by acting as a chief agent in crisis management. 

The novement •s charismatic leaders like President Josip Broz 

Tito of Yugoslavia, Prime Minister Jawaharlal .t-ehru of India, 

and President Gamel Abdel Nasser of Egypt provided enough 

prestige to the nonaligned novement. They lent their ready 

support to the resolution of international conflicts. Here 

an attempt should be made to point out the role of ~M on the 

following set of international disputes. 
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We may start with the Middle East \--.rhich is undergoing 

a crucial phase in the history. With the pale!>tine problem 

and Arab-Israeli conflicts, the region is volatile enough 

to light the fuse for Horld t-Iar III. The problem of the 

region, arising out of Israel's uneasing aggression against 

the Arab World, has been a matter to which ·the nonaligned 

countries have always paid the utmost attention and particula

rly since the .Arab-Israel vlar of June 1967. The fact is that 

the international community has reached such a degree of 

interdependence in its evolution that violence, subjugation 

and local· aggressive \vars in any part of the world may well 

provok~ wider ~xplosions and conflicts and even a universal 

catastrophe. 

Several atte1'n9ts "'ere made periodically by mediators 

soonsored not only by the Nbnaligned bloc but also by the 

United Nations and many Islamic countries to bring about a 

settlement of Iran-Iracr \-!ar. In February 1981, at the NJnali

gned Foreign }tinisters Conference, the ~~nisters laid effi9hasis 

on the principles of territorial int_egri ty and sovereignty of 

all states, called upon both the combatants to cease v~ar and 

to settle claims peacefully. Again the 1983 Delhi Summit's 

appeal for cease of war \'las made. Though the war came to 

an end in a late, one should not forget the initiative and 

efforts of the nonaligned movement in this regard. 
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'Ihe palestine Problem is another knotty one. Since 

the adoption of the palestine partition plan by the UN 

General Assembly in N::>vember 1947, and the subsequent 

establishment of the Jewish State of Israel in !>lay 1948, 

fighting has been going on with intermittent spells of peace 

between Israel and the Arab-states. With the indirect 

involvement of the Super Powers the intensity of conflict 

enhancing. 

In this context the ITOvement •s attempt at Cairo Cl:>nference 

should be noted. 'fue Cl:>nference bluntly declared that it 

considered it was necessary to "endotse · the full restoration 

of all. the rights of the peoples of palestine to their home

land, and their ±nalienable right to self determination; 

declare their full support to the Arab people of palestine 

in their struggle for liberation from colonialism and 

racism''. 7 Silillarly, the Fourth Algiers NAM Sunrnit in 1973, 

responded to the call of the Palestinians. It demanded that 

. the national rights of the Palestinians nrust be restored and 

asked its member·., states to put pressure on big powers and 

take action in the urn to achieve this objective. It appealed 

to us to stop supplying arms to Israel and asked its 

members to boycott Israel. NAM's stand was strengthened when 

in 1974 the UN affirmed the right of Palestinians to self

determination. India in her part as the !'AM chairman, has urged 

an early international peace conference to find a just 

7 . Ibid, p .13. 
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solution to the situation in West Asia and it is also not 

possible without the PLO being involved in peace negotia-

tions. However, the constructive approach of the nonaligned 

countries to their analysis of international tens ion is 

seen in the Declaration on the struggle for National Libera

tion adopted in Algiers in September 1973 is subject to 

prais~·,rOrthy. It stated : "In this conneC:tion, the case 

of Pales tine, where zionist settle colonial ism has taken the 

form of systematic uprooting of the palestinian people from 

their homeland and represents a very serious threat to the:ti:-

survival as a nation is exactly the same as the situation 

in Southern Africa, where racist and segregationist minori-

ties cu:-e using the same method of colonial domination and 
;) 

exploitation pursuant to the requirements of a single 

ilq)erialist strategy". 8 

Central Asia was also inferment for some time. The 

Afghanistan cr·isis began Hi th the entry of 3:>viet troops in 

December 1979 under the pretext of the Treaty of Friendship 

signed in December 1978. It is the game of super pol-.,ers 

tvhich are playing the game of po,.-er politics to the disadv-

antages of the small countries. 

Since then, efforts have been made by both Western and 

Afro-Asian .countries to persuade I·bscoF to "'ithdra"· from 

Afqhan tettiroty. The N::maligned Foreign Hinisters • Conference 

1981, urged a political settlement that. would ensure the Afghan 

peoples • right to determine theii o,m destiny. NAM in it 

8 ~s (London), 3 Septei1IDer 1976. 
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urged the main parties to the dispute to discuss the is~ue 

directly and to settle the problem amicably. 

Another area of the world where the security environment 

has steadily deteriorated is the Indian Ocean region. It 

has became the battle ground of big powers rivalry, where 

military build-up is escalating at a feverish pace endangering 

the security of the littoral and hinterland states of the ocean. 

After World War II USA took the responsibility of protecting 

Western interest in the area by making Diego Garcia in the 

Indian Ocean its principal naval base. Over the years, its 

presence in the Ocean has grmm steadily. The Soviet Union, 

not to be left behind, has also built its military presence 

i~)the Indian Ocean. 

• Mil itarisation • of the Indian Ocean is resented most 

by the Asian and pacific nations. Even though the UN has 

declared the Indian Ocean a •zone of peace• since 1971, there 

has been no significant demilitarisation in the region. At 

its O:>lombo SUITlmit of 1976, NAM took a serious. note of it. 

NAM has proposed an international conference on the Indian 

Ocean which oould force the big powers to implement the UN 

declaration. In February 1981, NAM again expressed concern 

at its Foreign Minister's O:mference. It called on the SUper 

Powers to keep their hands off the Indian Ocean, and has laid 

great hooe in the proposed international conference on the 

ocean. 
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Besides all these, NAM has also took its interests in 

solving the problems like Iran- Iraq war 1 carrbodian independence 

struggle, Lebanon crisis, Vietnam and issues like Nicaragua 

and many others. NAM played a significant role in international 

politics when the situation was aggravated due to super power 

rivalry. Though the performa~ce of :t-JAM in crisis management 

is very poor but its attemot for the establishment of ,..,.orld 

peace cannot be ignored. So the allegation that non-committed 

states in general happen to be revisionists; and that they 

represent disruptive forces themselves and are, therefore, 

disqualified the role of crisis managers is not justified. 9 

Again, in the process NA1'1 1s concern for disarmament 

for preventing war pschy in human mind an? establishing peace 

should be noted. During Cold vJar period arms race reached 

its ultimate climax threatening the very survival of human 

species. It brought all of us close to a catastrophe that 

raised the .question - "If we at all have a future, let alone 

a peaceful future". 

Disarmament was one of the first issues that came up 

before the United .Nations imrrediately after its very f aunda-

10 tion. · Before the Bandung Cbnference and especially before 

the formal constitution of the nonaligned countries in 1961 

at the Balgrade conference, this question had already been 

discussed. HOl-Iever, the nonaligned countries, at their 

9 l-brton A. Kaplan, "Bipolarity on a Revolutionary 
Age", in Morton A. Kaplan, ed., 'nle Revolution in 
World Politics (New York, N.Y., 1963); p.264. 

10 · The YearbOok of the United Nations 1946-47,pp.64 and 139· 
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gatherings in the united Nat 

devoted attention to this question. 

In Cairo the need for disarmament was explained for 

the first time with the argument that the very existence 

of armaments creates a danger for peace. There it was insi

sted upon because "weapons of mass destruction and their 

stockpilling threaten the world with armed conflict and ani

hilation". · Moreover the nonaligned states urged that research 

and development of new types of nuclear weapons and means of 

their delivery be terminated as quickly as possible along 

with the nroduction of fission materials for military purposes. 

In the 1980s, against the backdrop of worsening inter

national situation, the ~bnaligned countries stepped up their 

activity to achieve concrete re~ults in the field of nuclear 

armament. A large number of nonaligned countries took part 

in drawing up documents condemning the development of neutron 

weapons by the United States • 11 In the drive to curb the 

nuclear arms race ~~re the efforts of the nonaligned countries 

to bring about a complete and general prohibition of nuclear 

weapon tests. Unfortunately, the United States and other 

nuclear powers did not respond positively to this offer. But 

the s:>viet Union took a bold and resolute step and unilate

rally stopped nuclear tests. 

11. 36th and 37th UN General Aqsembly sessions. 
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The nonaligned states took realistic and responsible 

positions as regards the most acute problem of preventing 

the arms race in outer space. As against ~vashington •s 

fiendish "star wars" plan, the nonaligned countries put 

before the world community a prograrrane of "Star Peace" which 

provides for mutually-advantageous cooperation on the use 

of space for peaceful purposes. 

One nore attempt on the part of nonaligned m::>vement 

is to create nuclear free zones is subject to analysis. 

'111e issue of creating zones free of nuclear ":ea:ooris began 

to figure prominently in the diplomacy of nonaligned countries 

in the early 1960s. In 1974, the nonaligned countries adva

nced the idea of a mlclear free zone in the Hidole East. ·. 

1'he nonaligned countries are still m::>re explicit and radical 

in regard to demands for the abolition of foreign bases. 12 

But, it is paradoxical that v1hile there was a growing 

consens~ for nuclear disarmament, there was at the same 

time an uncontrolled nuclear arms race, and an increasingly 

unstable deterence. And the passivity of some nonaligned 

states in the strugnle for disarmament was based on their 

insufficient realisation of the simple truth that any form of 

nuclear 1>rar, from 1li.-rtited' all out will affect every country 

of the .,;orld. It is suffice to say that NAM not only did 

12 .Paragraph 11 of the Bandung Declaration 
and Olapter VIIIof the cairo Programme. 
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fight for disarmament, still its struggle going on from 

the escape of unpredictable catastrophic consequences of 

a nuclear war - spreading radiation, global ecological 

and genetic changes and deterioration in atmospheric and 

other conditions of life on earth. 

Lastly, NAM's role in united Nations should be taken 

into consideration for evaluating NAM 1 s role in establishing 

world peace. Although United Nation's main objective is 

to preserve international peace and securi·ty, but nonaligmrent 

a.s a policy concept remains m:>st relevant to tl'1e effective 

functioning of the United Nations. As the relevant study 

on NAM describes : 
.) 

"lbnalignment as a foreign policy pursued 
by a handful of Afro-As ian countries in the 
1950s played an important role during that 
critical period and helped countribute to 
the survival of the united Nations as also 
to its on evolution as an international 
movement with a rion-oartisan and universal 
character. As a policy objective character
ised by the judging of each international 
issue on its merits rather than by po,.·er 
politics nonalignment still has special 
relevance to the effective functioning of 
the united Nations .13 

The United Nations today differs radically from the 

fledging structure of the late 1940s. ~"lorthy of note is 

also the concrete and increasingly well organised activity 

13 Quoted in K.rishan Gopal, N:>n-alignment and 
Power Politics: A r:ocumentary survey (!'i:!vl Delhi, 
1983), p.36. 
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of nonaligned representatives on the most important matters 

on the agenda of the united Nations, in the General Assembly 

and its principal committes, in the Security Cbuncil and 

other organs and commissions. 

The nonaligned countries became a factor to be reck-

oned with on the international scene and in the United Nations. 

The nonaligned countries succeeded in making their voice 

heard and their posture respected in the United Nations. They 

were able to influence the gradual changing of the positions 

of the great and developed countries on matters on which they 

l-lere at variance ,.rith the viel·! points of the nonaligned 

countries. such activities and such influence on the part 
) 

of the nonaligned countries led the United Nations to settle 

the most important problems of international relations. 

Ultimately it focused for tlie preservance of w-orld peace. 

All have been said and done, the credentials of non-

14 aligned movement have teen challenged from time to time. 

It has been alleged that lack of cohesion and internal 

conflict and many other factors acted like leg-pulling for 

effective performance of ~~·s role for the maintenance of 

vrorld peace. As a forum for peace NAM, in fact, presents a 

paradox. The response of the NAM either to regional con£ licts 

14 Oran R. Young, Intermediaries: Third Parties 
in International Crisis (Princeton, N.J., 1967}, 
pp.92-102. -
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or its struggle for decolonisation has not been adequate. 

It is obvious that the break up of the large colonial empires 

and the easing of tensions cannot be regarded simply as the 

victories of the nonaligned rcoverrent. The phenomena of 

decolonisation preceded and subsequently contributed to the 

full development of nonalignrrent and made it a very "'·ide-spread 

movement in world politics. Although the nonaligned countries 

took an active part in this process, they cannot ascribe the 

success of the anti-colonial movement exclusively to their 

own policies. The break up of the colonial errpires was princi

pally the result of the determination of the colonial people 

to win their independence and freedom. Here it would be enough 

to reflect that in none of the conflicts - Iran-Iraq, Afghanj.

stan-Pakistan, Cambodia, to mention only a f ev1 has NAM been 

able to play a meaningful role as peace-maker. All it has 

done, sUm.."TTit after sumrnit, is to iSsue pious, long-winded 

and ineffectual declarations and appeals· And ironically, in 

most cases it has tended to pass the buck to the United Nations. 

However, it v'ould be unfair to say that the NAM has 

totally failed on this score. To comprehend the significance 

of its role one has to only contemplate the state of affairs 

if the NAN were not there. H:>Uld it have been possible, for 

example, first to get Resolution 435 for the dec~lonisation of 

Namibia passed and then to prevent its dillution if the non

aligned cornaunity had not put up united effort for it? Would 
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the world at large have been aware of the gross injustice 

perpetuated against the Palestinians if they were left to 

· the tender mercies of those who had issued the Balfour 

Declaration and of those who steam rollered the united Nations 

·into partioning Palestine and creating the zionist state of 

Israel? 

so we must not completely discard its role in the process 

of decolonisation. The nonaligned movement has always believed 

that the struggle being waged by the peoples in the colonies 

\•-las a component part of movement. The general changes in 

relations in the world during the 1960s provoked some deep 

changes in the status of the nonaligned countries. They were 

less and less able to play the role of mediator and catalyst 

in the dispute, s !nee they were preoccupied with defending 

themselves as they increasingly became a target of attacks 

and pressures from outside. In a series of intervention, the 

nonaligned countries were brought into the position of opposing 

the actions of the SUper powers. 

The full credit is due to NAM as it preserves. For 

instance, it has successfully pulled out the ticklish situa

tions from the contest of East-West confrontation. Similarly, 

it would be great blunder that the role of ~M was confined 

only to analysing a situation and passing a resolution, i~r-

tant though these were. One can conclude by saying that 

success or effectiveness of a movement like the ~N cannot be 
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measured in terms of quick and imnediate action. 

On a long-term view, it cannot be gainsaid that for 

all its practical limitations,· NAM has been a potent-force 

in generating a global environment oriented towards peace, 

decolonisation, disarmament and a ne\; international economic 

order. 



CHAPTER - III 

POST COLD WAR GLOBAL SCENARIO AND 

THE FUTURE OF NA.M 
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Over the last few years we have witnessed the demise 

of the Q:>ld War structure in every corner of the \\rOrld,. 

There have been sudden drastic transformation in Eastern 

Europe, the collapse of the Warsaw Pact and NATO, the uni-

fication of Germany, the signing of the INF treaty by the 

United States and USSR, etc. Above all, a series of regional 

conflicts that had pro~zastinated over -a long space of time 

are settled or being settled like Namibia, Angola and 

Kampuchea and many others. All these represent the end of 

the Cold War o:>nfrontation between _the t"';o military blocs 

of the East and West. After the Malta Sumrni t, Gorvachev '\-Yas 

reported to have s·aid, "~:re are leaving one epoch of the Cold 

~·Tar and entering into another". And Geroge Bush also procla-

imed that, "the era of confrontation is over and an era of 

1 cooperation is to begin". It t-ould be not "_rrong to say that 

for the first time after vlorld War II, we are entering into 

Post-Oold-War era. 

In this context one is tenpted to ask an important 

questions What did drive the world tov;ards a post cold war 

era'? To this end we must examine the following few but irrq:>ortant 

points. 

Firstly, cold war is based on the bipole3:r v..'Orld which 

presumes the global struggle over the third "'orld between 

1 International Herald Tribune, 4 December 1989. 
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the Soviet Union and the USA. Inorder not to be surrrounted 

by each other, two countries maintained heavy military build

ups over the world. The principle of confrontation and 

competition predominated the "t-;'Orld. 'n"le effectiveness of 

military means as a protective power for national survival 

· became auestionable. As the destructive power of nuclear 

weapons reached a parity bet"•een the .t\-'0 nations, it turned 

out to be a 'paper tiger•. Several military engagements 

provided tw~ nations with too much financial costs and bad 

images. It ir~lected much deeper wounds on American society. 

Preoccupation with external affairs led to neglect of domestic 

reforms, even of basic services. The development of secret 

police organisations, the erosion of civil libera~on, the 

stifling of political debate in the interest of bipartisrn 

consensus, the concentration of decision-making in the execu-

tive branch, the secrecy sur1~unding executive actions, the 

lying that has come to be accepted as routine in American 

politics - all these things derive either directly or indire

ctly from the O::>ld viar. 2) So ineffectiveness and costliness 

of military means made the leaders of nations to revie"t-.· the 

cold war structure. As a collorery, Gorbachev and Bush 

signed INF trea~J in December 1987, v~idh marked a meaningful 

starting point to Post Cold h'ar history. American political 

2 Ibid; 13 July 1990. 
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and academic circle on the opinion that it is economic 

national interest \orhich preceded America. 3 And at the same 

time Gorbachev was pushing ahead with a vigorous scheme to 

revitalise deterioris ing ~onomic condition. 

Secondly, rrore emphasis is given to technology -than 

ideology. \'lithout technologic.al edge, no country can survive 

in a rapidly changing world. The cold war world was that 

of a ideological conflict. But the era of ideology is passing 

by. As the low politics gains nnre attention from the public, 

the discussion whether socialism or liberalism is better no 

longer matters. ~~at counts is how a nation can improve a 

quality of life. The reforms of the socialist system does 

not prove the superiority of 1-Jestern system nor the inferio-

rit:/ of socialist system itself. Perhaps, the reform process 

in the East European countries is due to their earnest desire 

to come up ,,ri th developed countries of the 1fJest and to in-prove 

their economic and social conditions. Considering speed and 

scale of technological change, it became evident that centrally 

controlled and bureaucratised state craft has a clear limit 

4 to take over technological development. 

3 N::lrman Orstein and Mark SChmitt, "Post-OJld vlar 
Politics", Foreign Policy~ no. 79 (Summer, 1~90), 
pp.l69-86. 

4 . Silviu Brucan, World Socialism at the crossroads 
{N=\ol York, 1987), Preface. 
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Thirdly, the trend towards open society both internally 

and internationally. In the cold war era, power politics 

anung sovereign nation states overwhelrred. mtional security 

defined in terms of national defence was a prime motive of 

politicians, so the decisions were made only among a fe\<• 

informed leaders. However, the t""o kinds of developrrents 

deepening interdependence among nations and rapidly changing 

information, technology - reshaped the world. To be competi

tive, the imperative for shared information on diffused 

decision making process have grown, which inevitably brings 

democratisation of a society. B:>th parties USA and USSR 

allowed on spot inspection, which is one of the key points 

in developing confidence building m~asures. 

Besides, cold war ended because of profound changes, 

in what Karl Marx called the mode of production, that began 

more than t"'·o decades ago but recently started to affect the 

"super structure" of human relations and values. These changes 

both eased the main causes of conflict and forcing nations 

to cooperate 'ltdth each other to prosper. In brief the cold 

war ended because the compulsions exerted on political relations 

and attitudes ~! an increasing interdependent economic world 

can no longer be denied. 

Last, but not the least, is particularly Q)rbachev 's 

new thinking to foreign policy and a long series of enlight

ened action precedented cooperation between vJash ington and 

!i)scow on various fields. Mikhail Gorbachev, being the 
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General Secretary of the Cbrnmunist Party of Soviet Union 

(CPSU) and the first executive president, it is pos~ible 

to make some judgements about the degree to which his policy 

towards America differed from that of his predecessors. 

Gorbachev frequently surprised western observers by speaking 

in a different way about the entire SoViet policy agenda. 

I-e stated on numerous occasions that for him domestic policy 

had primary priority over foreign policy and that to carry 

on his ambitious domestic prograrrune, he needed peace and 

lowering the international tensions. It "'ras Gorbachev •s 

hope that the Soviet Union and the United states '~>'Ould not 

a~pear to future h:tstorians like, "t~-o dinosaurs circling 

each other on the sands of nuclear confrontation." 5 

All the aoove factors preceded to end the Cold War 

confro.ntation. so today the whole international scene has 

changed. The world has witnessed the profound and dramatic 

transformation in the system of international relations. 

New structures and new balance of power are emerging. The 

Cbld War strategy of containment has been replaced by "New 

National Security Strategy (or the struggle for a New World 

Order") ~ To quote the US Secretary of the Navy, H. Lawrence 

Garrett II I; "If our strategy for the Cbld \-lar was one of 

5 l-i'..arsall D. Shulman, "The Superpo·Pers: 
Dance of the Dinosaurs", Foreign Affairs 
(New York), vol.66, no.3, 1988, p.494. 
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containment, our new strategy should be one of stability, 

focussing on peace time presence and regional conflict. 6 

From this it is reflected that the cold war politics of 

confrontation, contention and competition have gradually 

given to ne-v1 periods of dialogue understanding and coopera-

tion. Peaceful coexistence has become the goal of every 

country. The political-territorial and even the ideological

social man of Europe has changed substantially as comnared to 

what it used to after the World War II. Parallel "'d th dis-

integration in the Eastern Europe, there is grov.·ing integra

tion process in the western part of the continent of Europe. 

Europe is no longer divided into power blocs, into 

political and ideological East and West. East and West becoming 

mere geographical notion. 'lhe vlarsavl Pact which was fonned 

on Hay 14, 1955 at the height of Post war East-West tens ions 

and on fears of a third world war has been transformed from 

a force of feared in the west to an increasingly hollo,., orga-

nisation without a clear purpose. On the otherhand the Narsav! 

Pact's dissolution has brought NA~ into a political entity. 

"The purpose of NATO is achieved", Mr. Clark said on remarks 

to a wndon audience. 7 It is suffice to say that superpov·er 

competition is renlaced by a nev· l·Orld order, "~here, according 

6 John F. l·brton, 11 The us NavY' in the 1990", 
US Naval Institute Proceedings, vol.117, no.7, 
May 19 91, p .12 4 • 

7 International Herald Tribunal~ 27 December 1990. · 
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to George Bush, "the rule of la"'· supplants the rule of 

jungle. 8 Hence the ~~rd of today is multipolar rather than 

bipolar. The present period is marked by the disappearance 

of ideology from its once permanent place in international 

relations: the daggers dra-~ovn of the cold war have given t,.:ay 

to negotiations-around the conference table; instead of the 

hue and cry of the anti-colonial revolution. 

The old international order no longer works. All argue 

for maintaining a stable world situation and settling conflicts 

between them by peaceful means. All are willing to develop 

mutually ben~icial and cooperative internal relations; and 

all value the United Nations important role in tac~ng global 

issues. Besides, there is ~lso comm::>n language to varying 

degrees of such auestions as disarmament, environmental 

protection, human rights and the war on drugs. For the 

first time in more than 20 years, the United Nations organi

sation is an active participant in the world affairs. 1A1hatever 

any one now thinks aoout the Gulf Har, that catalysmic event 

has coincided with an unprecedented amount of fresh UN spon-

sored peace-keeping all over the world. It is an undream: 

of expansion in the UN's work. To qUOte a young French 

Diplomat who said without a trace of cynicism that 11 the 

United Nations is in its secod youth". 9 

8 George Bush, "Toward a New World Order", 
Address before the Joint Session of Co ress 
Washington DC: The vlhite House, 11 September 
1990). . 

9. Deccan Herald, 3 January 1992. 
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The features of bipolar world are no more visible. 

While some scholars count it as a unipolar world others have 

assumed it as a multipolar world taking into consideration 

Japan and Germany as the ne"Vr SUper Powers. From this perce-

ption follows their questioning of the relevance of the 

nonaligned movement in the contemporary international era. 

A comment in the Ii:!rald Tribune cane :"The N:>na l igned nations 

are facing an identity problem OO'VJ that they donot really have 

anybody to be nonaligned and the enemy is more likely to be 

' hbo th . " lO T al ' t h a ne~g ur an a super poWer • o many, non ~gnmen as 

lost its validity. N:>rialignrnent is no longer a viable policy. 

The nonalignment rrovement has become ineffective, :po,..,erless, 

.) passive and disunited. It has become marginalised and shifted 

to the fringe of international events. Nbw the cold war is 

over and confrontation has given the way of dialogue and UN 

seems to be taking centre stage in resolution of international 

conflicts. so the nonaligned movement should be allowed to 

die a natural death. Besides, the apparent L~otence of the 

nonaligned moveiTEnt to prevent the conflict bet't.reen the two 

member states of the movement, Iraq and Kuvai t from degenera-

ting into 'trar in the Gulf have added to their argument that 

the NAM has outlived its usefulness in the contemporary era 

and should therefore fold up or disband. 11 

10 Herald Tribune, september 6, 1989 • 

. 11 Dr. Mohamed Iben Chambas, n The· tb nal igned 
.:Jbvement in the Post-Cold-War era", Revie\'r of 
International Affairs (Belgrade), vol.XLII,no.984, 
5 April 1991, p.17. 
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Such arguments are harsh and precipitou~ based on 

f lav1ed understanding about the nature of nonalignment. It 

is true that l~ is a child of the cold war, but it cu.nnot 

be defined in tel:llls of the Cbld War. Over the years it has 

acquired a life of its own. 'lhe substance of the nonaligned 

policy has never been one of balancing or manoeuvring between 

the two blocs, though some such role became necessary in the 

bitter years of the cold war. So whether it is a unipolar, 

bipolar or multipolar world, nonalignment has a place in it. 

Rather present changes have confirmed the correctness of 

nonaligned policy based on the main principles and aims by the 

. 12 
rrovement since its inception. The comprehensive assessment 

of the theory and practice of the nonaligned rrovement for ·lJ.ast 

three decadesreveals that the doctrine of nonalignrrent, as 

it v:as defined by the founders of the movement 1 remains valid 

and relevant to the changing "rorld scene. 

In this background, we should examine it~ role and hor..· 

it remains relevant • 

Nbnalignment has assumed a dynamism of its own and have 

preoccupied with Third \·brld issues. 'lherefore, its task is 

to protect the freedom, identity and dignity of the developing 

nations opposing the politics of balance of power and domination 

12 :t-A.arko vrhunec, II N::>nalignment I ~w Options", 
Revie\v of International Affairs, vol.XLI, no.970, 
5 september 1990, p.17. 
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and working for international cooperation and democratisation 

of international relations. N:malignment•s role will be 

as long as the \-lOrld is characterised by inequality arrong 

nations. 

over the three decades of operation of NA1.'1 as national 

policies of large number of states and as an international 

movement has some basic and abiding principles as peace and 

disarmament, development, decolonisation and democratisation 

of structure of v70rld econoll'o/• Though significant progress 

has been made in rrost of the fields, a lot of "'ork still 'needed 

to be done. Arrong these, the emphasis is OO'tr.' upon restructu

ring the egalitarian international economic order in the form 

of equal voice in the international institutions, reform of 

the international financial system, better prices of raH mater

ials and so on. There is a demand for a diaiogue between the 

rich countries of the N::>.rth and poor countries of the South • 1 

Because as long as there is N:>rth-south disequilibrium, the 

world is not free from the threat of peace, security and 

stability.· in thi..s field we can be taken for certain that 

as the confrontation between blocs is over, it has a positive 

effect on resolving a long-standing international problem. 

The new developments have justified the future relevance of 

the NAM. NJnalignment and the ~M are only pot.,-erful in 

instrurrentalities for the establishment and promotion of the 

proposed ~v· International Economic Order to back up the ne"· 
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political order that the NAM stands for. 13 

Another major issue has nnved to the top priority of 

the nonaligned agenda that is ecological issue. It is a 

common threat faced by all nations irrespective of rich and 

poor. The threat against -v·hich no single nation, however 

wealthy and pOY~rerful, can protect itself. Only cornnun global 

action can ensure human survival. The gro .. drx;;J adverse inpact 

of climatic change, pollution by industrialised countries 

through acid rains, toxic wastes and autonnbile exhausts, etc. 

have already started to sensitise those populations. The role 

of nonaligned m::::>vement as an alternative organisation concern 

for human well being, has a vital :role in this field. 

The basic interests and the need to enhance the effective-

ness of the nonaligned movement is attached to questions of 

human rights and human digni t~{. We do believe in human rights 

and human dignity. Human rights are, ho .. •ever, not a matter 

exclusively of the individual citizen •s relationship \f,dth his 

own government. Human rights as a hurnan being can and are 

being abrogated by the actions of others who deprive him of 

his destiny by making him and his country the battleground 

for. the proxy confrontations of the povrerblocs. ~ere can be 

no doubt that these are a world problem of the utmost urgency 

13 M.s. Rajan, "The NOnaligned Wbrld in the 1990s", 
International Studies {~w Delhi), vol.26, no.3, 
July-September 1989, pp.214-22. 
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and priority preoccupation.of the movement of nonaligned 

countries. 

In this fast changing world, the threat presented 

by armaments is no less danger. The mere control of arma-

rnents cannot bring world peace. One should not be encouraged 

by the positive development in the field of disarmament 

brought about by the INF Treaty signed by the USSR and the 

USA14 whidh abolishes an entire range of nuclear weapons. 

It does not irrply that the time has come for the world to 

line up in peace or that the global security mechanism has 

been established to cover equally all regions and all the 

countries of the v-JOrld. The full disarmament has not been 

achieved yet, the remaining nuclear bombs and warheads can 

produce ten of thousands of the Hiroshirnas. Besides, the 

risk of nuclear proliferation, incidents and uncontrolled 

Use are still with us. lbnaligned MJvement •s role in this 

end is to keep general and complete dis armament as one of 

its primary goals. 

Right from nonaligned rrovement •s emergence, the prime 

concern of it has been pursuit of peace, enlargement of 

freedom in the world, abolishing colonialism and racialism 

and protecting national interest. Though a major and 
/ 

decisive contribution has been made to the national libera-

tion and independence of the peOple of Asia, Africa and 

14 INF treaty "•as signed in 7. December 1987 
between Gbrbadhev and Bush. 
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Latin America, there are still people suffering under colonial 

15 t:ondage. There are people still waging their national liber-

ation struggle, for instance, the Palestinian, the Caharav:ai, 

.the non "'hite majority exploited by the hateful apartheid 

regirre. Thus the total eradication of colonialism is an 

indispensable precondition for maintaining and strengthening 

their political independence remains an unfulfill primary 

task of the nonaligned movement. 

The self~determination of people, a central tenet of 

the· movement, is not fully accomplished. So in today •s "rorld 

whidh created a favourable climate, the nonaligned movement 

has to gear itself to defend its ~rinciples and objectives. 

The right of each nation to express its opinion independently 

on a world or regional issue without fear and to uge its own 

resources for the benefit of its people without domination 

of multinationals, which are mere extensions in other forms 

of the domination by colonial predators of olden times. 

Lastly, all these have been said and done, we should 

not underestimate the future of role of NAM for ,.,orld peace. 

Many scholars and intellectuals vie~,· the Post-(l)ld-war-'v'Torld 

is free from competition and confrontation and peace is the 

15 For example Puerto Rico, the Micronerda, 
the Malvinas Islands and New caledonia, etc. 
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order of the day. Rather, today •s '"'Orld is rrost complicated 

and the , ... orld of torrorro"~rr is very unpredictable. we must note 

that the threat to peace arises from the fact that the-re is 

no counter,.,eight to the united state.c:; 

alist state with world wide hegemonic 

was the characteristics of the Soviet 

":hich remains an iilJ>eri

ambitions.16 J{atever 

Union no one can deny 

that it served to blunt and even neutralise the adventurism 

of P.entagon. A victory by the Vietnamese people would have 

been much more bloody and according to some, even impossible 

without soviet aid. The recently published "Declassified 

D:Jcuments" show that the USA had elaborate plans to use nuclear 

weapons against the Vietnamese people (Operation Vul tut"e:) in 

1954 and (Operation Duck Hook in 1969) but they were all cance-

lled because of the fears of Soviet retaliation. Also the 

existence of the s:>viet Union accelerated the grol·.~th of guerilla 

movements in Asia, Africa and Latin Arrerica. It was because 

of the 3)viet Union that the CUban. revolution "•as established 

despite all the efforts made by Pentagon over the years to 

destabilise it. Hov•ever, "Iithout the Russian counten..•eight, 

the CIA v!ill definitely treat the entire world 1 ike it has 

been treating Latin America v1here there is no counter\.-1eight. 

'!he infarrou$ 1-bnore Doctrine, which condemned the peoples of 

America to two centuries of poverty and misery, will now be 

extended to the world.. What happened in the so called Gulf 

war amply proves the point made above. 

16 Lajpat Rai, n Reflections on s:>viet Events", 
~~instream {New Delhi), vol.XXX, r~.11, 
January 4, 1992, p.lS. 
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Apart from the al::ove-mentioned threat, there is another 

danger. The United states is not what it used to be in terms 

of economic strength and is now faced with a challenge posed 

by the rise of Gez:many and Japan. In the process of transi

tion from the old international order to a ne,..; one, the 

United States will come up against tt-.70 powerful economic rivals. 

The future position of the United states will depend, to a 

large extent, on its national strength as well as in science 

and technology. The Single Market establishrrent in Europe 

will play a vital role in the future ~orld. To meet this 

challenge, the united States is making preparation for. the 

setting up of a Ibrth American free trade zone w.hile Japan 

is vlOrking on its m·ID economic sphere in Asia. The confronta

tion between the t\AJO rnili tary blocs in the world arena has 

been superseded by the competition arrong two economic blocs. 

Whether they can strike a balance between competition and 

coordination or split ranks in confrontation as a result of 

intensified competition will be of great consequence to the 

future order of the world. 

r.Dreover, the past decade has been a time of loss to 

the developing countries whose gap with the~lq>ed countries 

has been widening, a situation made all the worse by the 

reverse flows of capital, crippling debt burdens and deterio

rating terms of trade. The changes in Eastern Europe ,,dll 

further divert the flow of funds and the gulf betvreen the 

:tbrth and the South may continue to expand. This serious 
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imbalance in ~brth-South relations \·dll become one of the 

least stabilising factors in a new world order. It will 

intensify regional turbulence and ignite ne,.., regional conf-

1 icts, so there can be no stable international order. 

we may mention that the distinct feature of Post-Cold-

't'Tar-Horld: a process of return from the bipolar political 

military structure to an evolving multipolar international 

relations constellation. In long term security premises, 

military issues still. plays a substantial role, but the 

centre of gravity in the imminent period is moving to a 

. . . 17 y t th all . t . t econo~c 1ssues. e , e 1ance sys em rema1ns a grea 

obstacle to peace as it was in last years. The NATO leaders 

approve.! for n8\..J militaDJ strategy for the post-cold-war era 

and President Bush • s remarkJ "to hell \>rith the United Nations" 

are burning evidence. NATO Secretary General 1'-'bntred Woerner 

once said that: \odthout our political and military alliance, 

such a tie-r, peaceful and stable order ,.Jill be neither achie

ved nor maintained. 18 '11hile during the last 40 years NATO 

exercises have been planned on the asstiffi9tion that there 

was a real enemy across the East-~·Je.st divide, in the present 

exercise, for the first tirre, "the enemy appears not from 

19 the East, but from the South". 

17 Harek Thee, "The Post-Cbld-War European Landscape", 
CUrrent Research on Peace and Violence (Finland), 
vol.XIII, no.2, 1990, p.63. 

18 Hindustan Tirres, 8 November 1991. 

19 The Times (wndon), 11 ·september 1991. 
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Thus, it is imperative-in the light of the above discu

ssion to draw the conclusion that the "'rorld is still dange

r.ous.. Peace, stability and security are no guarantee as the 

events taking place in such a speed and in radical manner. 

To this end the principles and purposes of the ~M remain as 

relevant and valid as ever. . But NAM must rectify its loophole: 

the conflict within the movement•s member countries, lack of 

unity, solidarity and spirit de corp, etc. to continue to 

work diligently and to contribute tirelessly to the solution 

of global and regional problems. llireover, the movement should 

change and improve the methodology of its work and timing of 

actions in order to further strengthen its role. 'nlen nonalig

ned movement can fulfill the remaining tasks. And these 

remaining objectives - new international economic order, an 

equitable N:>rt.h- s:mth relationship, environment pollution 

control and independence and development of nonaligned and 

developing countries - postulate for the further existence and 

activity of the nonaligned movement. 



CHAPTER D1 

NAH A1i'D ITS ECX)IDMIC AGENDA 
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Nonalignment is a political movement. It stands for 

the rejection of military alliances and bloc politics by 

the ne'I'Tly independent countries and is usually described 

as a product of the Cold vlar. This is both narrow and mis-

leading. Response to the Cbld War constituted an irrportant 

dimension of nonalignment. But it is not all. '!here are 

other equally important dimensions of nonalignment. 

It is relevant to recall at the outset that the roots 

of nonalignment as a policy lie in the struggle for national 

independence from colonial domination. 1 
So the raison d •etre 

of the rrovement was the desire of the weaker nations for 

economic and political viability as nation-states. The econo-

mics of nonalignment has never been spel t out. One should .. ~t 

be wrong if one suspected that the movement could not be enti-

rely devoid of eronomic irrplications. The prime concern of 

the founding fathers of the N:>n~Aligned M:>vement was to plan 

for rapid economic development. i·bst of the nonaligned coun-

tries had just shaken off their political dependence. They 

knew very vrell that if their nevrly-acquired freedom was to be 

preserved, their economic base had to be strengthened. They 

could not but think that economic dependence could erode their 

sovereignty and expose them to continuing exploitation by the 

affluent countries, including their erstwhile rulers. 

1. A.P. Rana, 'nle Imperatives of Non-AligniTEnt:~ 
Conceptual study of India •s Foreign Policy Strategv 
in the U:~hru Period {telhi, 1976), p.86. 
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t-breover, the global economy had been rroving in favour 

of the ~rth industrialised countries and against South. 'lhe 

economic gulf l::e'b!een the developed and the developing "-'Orld 

and the danger to our comrron future is rrounting menace. There 

is a general interest for all poor countries in the debt burden, 

trade barriers, the crunch in resources, intellectual property 

rights, etc. 'llle developed countries gre'l.'' rrore and more 

prosperous, while the rest of the ~10rld, comprising about 70 

percent. of the \"JOrld • s population remain undeveloped. we 

have thus the spectacle of a world divided into rich nations 

and poor nations. A study observes : 

"The economies of the Third ~vorld are still today 
characterised by an imbalanced, structurally 
defective, incoherent economic circuit \.;hich is 
a result of their historically-rooted integration 
into a system of unecual international division 
of lal:our: thus representing a reflex reaction to 
the developmental direction of the 'V.'Orld economic 
system which is decisively determined by the capi
talist indu.stric.l nations. Therefore it is still 
correct to term these industrial nations metropolis 
and the societies of the Third t·Jorld peripheries: 
it makes sense, further, to describe the dependency 
of the metropolis on the peripheries for specific 
goods and services as such (dependency), and the 
integration of the peripheries into the world market 
as structural dependency; for in the latter case 
the reproduction dynamics of the metropolis are 
transferred into the structure of the peripheries 
themselves (with considerable deforming repercu
ssions), whereas no comparable process takes place 
in the opposite direction". 2 

The weaker nations are now anxious to change the old 

order; the comrron platform that they are seeking to urge the 

2 Dieto;. Senghaas, "Overcoming underdevelopment", 
Journal of Peace Research (OSI9), vol.12, no.4 
(I975) 1 pe250 • 
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establishment of an order under which there might be a 

several of the traditional trend. Broadly, the new order 

envisages a planned transfer of capital and technology from 

the developed countries, and a controlled international 

price system for primary commodities, favourable to the 

countries producing them. And the importance of the struggle 

to alleviate poverty from within and minimise economic 

pressures from abroad was recognised at the very founding 

meeting of the nonaligned nations. At the first Belgrade 

COnference, Ja'\-Jaharlal Nehru had asked the nonaligned nations 

to accept that : 

i"te are socially and economically back\·:al:d 
countries and it is not an easy matter to get 
rid of this inheritance of Backlr!ardness and 
under development. It requires clear thinking, 
it reauires action and it requires a tremendous 
amount of hard work.3 -

The NAm is committed to prorroting a major restructuring 

of the \.{orld economy through the establishment of the New 

International Economic Order. The ~w International Economic 

Order emb::>dies eY.haustive and ambitious proposals. The main 

objective is no less than the creation of a n~; structure of 

economic relationships warranting fundamental changes in a 

large nuMber of related fields - commodity trade, market 

~ccess and preference, aid flows, the activities of multi-

national corporations, the intemational monetary system, 

3. Cited in K.B. Lall, "t-ehru and. International 
Economic COoperation", in B.R. Nati.da, ed., 
Indian Foreign Polic"~l: The ~ru Years ( t-e"'' 
Delhi, 1976), p.185. 
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the restructuring of international institutions, the transfer 

of technology etc. 

The spirit of the New International Economic Order 

is envisaged in the Cllarter of Economic Rights and Duties 

of States adopted by the United Nations 29th General Session 

on December 12, 1974, asserting its main objectives: 

uThe achievement of more rational and equitable 
international economic relations and the encoura
gement of structural changes in the world economy, 
the creation of conditions which permit the further 
expansion of trade and intensification of economic 
cooperation among all nations; the stre9gthening 
of the economic independence of developing countries, 
the establishment and prorrotion of international 
economic relations taking into account the agreed 

· differences in development of the developing 
countries and their specific needs"4 

) 

The broad thrust of the struggle for an NIEO and the 

nonaligned rrovement is that there are generic 1 inkages bet"'•een 

them. The struggle for an NIEO is inherent in the \>-rider 

struggle of nonalignment for the elimination of colonialism

imperialisrn.and neo-colonialism in all their manifestations. 

In theory and practice, the nonaligned movement and the 

struggle for an NIEO are complementary to each other. To 

this end, therefore, each nonaligned sUim1it, starting from 

the Belgrade I-1eeting of 1961, has been devoting increasing 

4 GA Resolution Nb. 3281 (XXIX) Charter of 
Economic Rights and Duties of States. 
UN J):)c: GAOR, 29th Session, SUpplement no. 31 
(A/9631), pp.50-55. 
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attention to the economic problems of developil"XJ countries. 

For a clear grasp regarding its role let us have a look at 

various nonaligned sunmits. 

The first non-aligned sumnit in Belgrade in September 

1961 called for efforts to rem::>ve 11 economic irrbal ances 

inherited from colonialism and imperialism"·. It felt that 

such efforts were "necessary to close, through accelerated 

economic, industrial, and agricultural development, the 

overwidening gap in the standards of living between the few 

economically advanced countries and the many economically 

- 5 
less developed countries 11

• It also demanded that the gains 

of technological advancement be applied to all fields of 

economic development to hasten the achievement of intennatio-

nal justice. President Tito of Yugoslavia pro'PQsed the 

holding of a "t>JOrld conference "lithin the UN framework to 

consider the economic problem of the South. To this effect 

a resolution was passed at the General Assembly of 1961 despite-

6 -
Nn:thern Opposition. This resolution . called upon the United 

Nations to consult the member governments regarding the holding 

of a conference on international trade and the possible 

agenda of such a conference. Ultimately in 1962, the !·brth 

5 Declc_raticn of .the Heads of state or Government 
of Nbn-Aligned Cbuntries, Belgrade, 1961, 
Paragraph 21. 

6 J. E. Soeiro, The Politics of Jnternational 
Economic RelatTOii:s (NevJ York, 1977), _ pp.168-9. 
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abandoned its opposition and agreed to a decision of the 

ECOSOC of the same year to convene UNCTAD ,,rhich "'as done 

in 1964. 

The demand for NIEO v:as raised for the first time 

at the second summit meeting of the nonaligned oountr ies 

at Cairo in October 1964. The forty leaders of the nonali-

gned countries declared in the course of this summit : 

••• it is the duty of all criuntries to 
contribute to the rapid evolution of a 
new and just economic order underwhich 
all nations can live without fear or want 
or desoair, and rise to their full stature 
in the- family of nations ••• 7 

In this meeting, they recognised the increasir.g widening 
:) 

gap between the rich and the poor and the protlems faced 

by the latter. In their attempt to decrease this disparity, 

they attempted to strengthen the UNCI'AD ""ilidl had been the 

brainchild of Belgrade and also gave birth to a new grouo 

the "Group of 77". It.underlined the resilience of the 

nonaligned movement in enlisting the cooperation of even 

those countries of the Third ~·lorld t-.~ich were rrembers of 

military blocs in the struggle for economic emancipation, 

since in terms of economic objectives there was no basic 

7 Janez stanovnik, Tmr1ards the Ne\or International 
Economic Order (Beograd, 1979), p.5. 
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contradiction between the nonaligned countries and the 

other developing countries. The cairo Conference made the 

• first attempt to articulate the developmental demands of 

the Third World and to evolve a consensus on the broad 

parameters of the changes needed in the international econo-

mic system. 

The Third O::>nference held at Lusaka 1970 devoted itself 

consiGerably to the demand for a d1ange in the international 

economic relations. Lusaka summit was a land mark in the 

history of the nonaligned rrovement. It set the tone and 

dre\': a blue print for assertive action by the nonaligned 

countries for the establishment of an NIEO. It brought the 

economic component of· the IDJvernent into full focus. It 

adopted a separate, full-length Declaration of rbn~J...liqnrrent 

and El::onomic Progress in ..-:hich it laid do":n specific guide-

lines for policies and action programmes. 

Here it is important to note that the efforts of the 

nonaligned countries initially had a positive response from 

the developed countries. The Generalised SC:hernd of Preferences, 

the pledge to provide official development assistance, the 

setting up of the ~'lorld Bank •s soft loan affiliate, IDA, the 

Extended Fund Facility in the TI1F, the formulation and 

acceptance of a developrrent strategy for what were successi'V"'t 

ely designated as Deveiopment Decades by the United Nations 

created a climate of hope. 
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But sudden major domestic problems of the developed 

countries gave a setback to the need and aspirations of 

the developing countries. They began to ignore and bypass 

all the promises the·y had made after vJorld War II. Hence 

a shift in the political economic paradigm of the rrovement 

was fully asserted at the Fourth N:>naligned SUmmit at 

Algiers in Sept€mber 1973. An appeal was made for the esta

blishment of the New International Economic Order. 8 

It was the Algiers N:>nal:i,gned Summit that gave a cone-

rete shape for the first time to the idea of NIEO. The Summit 

adopted an Economic Declaration as well as an Action PrograiTllle 

of Economic O:>operation. The main problems of continued 

neocolonial exploitation of the developing countries,problems 
.l 

of trade and protectionism, failure of the Brettonwoods 

systems, and the lack of political will among rich countries 

to improve equality and cooperation with the developing 

nations :were d.iscussed and condemned. In the Action Programme, 

several reformatory measures concerning the South South 

Cooperation and :t-brth-South interaction "''ere put for,.rarded. 

It is also called for a special UN session on these problems~ 

8 

9 

W9330 and Corr, 1 Septerriber 1973. 

r::ocuments of the Gatherin the Nonali ned 

The relevant theme of the session follows: 

••• to ask the United Nations Secretary General to 
convene a Special Session of the <£neral Assembly, 
at a high political level, to be exclusively devoted 
to problems of development, including reactivation. 
of institutions for achieving the goals of the inter
national strategy of ~evelopment considerably prior 
to the study set for 1975 at the end of the first half 
of the decade. 
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All the ab:>ve mentioned problems of NIEX) were given 

due consideration in the proposals adopted by the UN General 

Assembly 1 s Sixth ~ecial session on 1 May 1974. A "Declaration" 

and an • Action Prograrrane" in this regard were put forth by 

the Sixth Special session. 10 With this it is assumed that 

a new phase started characterised by a comprehensive and 

consistent approach towards the problems of the less developed 

countries and towards evolving suitable methods for transce

nding unequal relations~~ 

The united rations General Assembly ·"Declaration on 

the establishrnent of a Ne\·' International Economic Order 

says : 

~le, thfl rrerrbers of the United Nations, having . 
convened. a special session of the General 
Assembly to study for the first time the problems 
of raw material and development, devoted to the 
consideration of the most important economic 
problems facing the world community. 

Bearing in mind the spirit, purposes and principles 

of the Charter of the United Nat.ions to prom:Jte the economic 

advancement and social progress of all peoples. 

Solemnly proclaim our united determination toward for 

the ESTABLISl-il•iEl·?r OF A NEW lliTERNATIONAL ECX>NOMIC ORDER 

10 UN resolution no.0202 (s-1) adopted by the 
Sixth Special session of the UN General 
Assembly containing the "Action Programme". 

11 A. ~··i. s ingham, ed., The N:>nal igned Movement in 
World Politics (London, 1978), p.183. 
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based on equity, sovereign equality, interdependence, common 

interest and cooperation among all states, irrespective of 

their economic and social systems which shall correct in-

equalities, and redress existing injustices, make it possible 

to eliminate the widening gap bet~·een the developed and the 

developing countries and ensure steadily accelerating economic 

and social development and peace and justice for present 

and future generations, and to that end declare : 

The greatest and most significant achievement 
during the last few decades has been the 
independence from colonial and alien domina
tion of a large number of peoples and nations 
which has enabled them to become members 
of the community of free peoples ••• progress 
has also been made in all spheres of economic 
activities in the last three decades, thus 
providing a solid potential for improving the. 
well-bein:.J of all peoples. However, the 
remaining vestiges of alien and colonial domi
nation, foreign occupation, apartheid and neo
colonialism in all its forms continue to be among 
the greatest obstacles to the full emancipation 
and progress of the developing countries and all 
the peoples involved ••• the gap between the developed 
and the developing countries continue to l-riden 
in a system which was established at a time "~A•hen 
most of the developing countries did not exist 
as independent states and which perpetuates 
inequality .12 

'Ihe Declaration furth .-r says that the present interna-

tiona! economic order is in direct conflict \-.rith current 

developments in international political and economic relations. 

12 Declaration on the Establishmeht of a New 
International Economic Order, 3201 (s-VI) 
resolution adopted by the Sixth Special 
Session of the UN General Assembly on 1 May 1974. 
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The Declaration stressed that the survival and continued 

development of both developed and developing countries is 

at stake. It also emphasises the sovereign equality of 

all states, self-determination and self-reliance of all 

peoples, international cx:>operation on the basis of equity, 

sovereign rights of states to safeguard their natural 

resources and environment, regulation and supervision of 

transnational corporations, etc. The promotion of the tran-

sfer of technology to the developing countries, and South-

South economic cooperation are also very sign.ificaritly 

e.."q>Ostulate d in the Declaration. 

The Programme of ~tion on the EStablishment of a New 
J 

International Economic Order asks for eliminating the insta-

bilitv of the international rronetar.f system-the uncertainty 

of exchange rates in particular. 13 Full and effective parti-

cipation in the processes of international decision making 

is also putfon.rard in the "Prograrrune of Action" in order to 

create equitable and more democratic international institutions. 

From the alx>ve analysis it is clearly manifest that 

the Nonaligned Ivbvement had been transformed and converted 

into a highly organised international economic pressure group 

13 Programme of Action on t~ Establishment 
·of the l~w International Economic Order, 
0202 (s-r) resolution adopted by the 
Sixth Special session of the UN General 
Assembly on Vay 1,1974. 
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for the reorganisation of the international economic sys tern. 

The transfonnation was first, the change in the level of 

attention given to economic issues of developing countries: 

second, the shift from rrore reform of international economic 

relations towards a radical change in the international 

economic order; third, the formation of a semi-permament 

organisational institution to handle economic issues: and 

finally the drastic change in the agenda of the international 

order, giving priority to economic issues of underdevelopment. 

Thus from a "primarily political strategy individually and 

collectively follo\\red by net'-l'ly independent states, it has 

transformed itself fundamentally into a collectively economic 

14 rrovement11 .;l So the NA.M has played a very significant role 

in giving a tone and shape to the demand and need for NIEO. 

Thanks to the nonaligned unity and their numerical strength 

for their lobby ver.J strongly for NIEO. 

Inspite of the fact that, the rrovement Nas being slowly 

institutionalised, it could still in no way be compared to 

the United Nations. The demands of the community have been 

difficult to observe and carry out with the enthusiasm which 

the summits generate. The emphoria created by a summit and 

the aspiration soon die dovm for lack of a regular machinery. 

So the subsequent summit of nonaligned at Colombo 1976 became 

a\·Jare of the shortcoming of the movement. The Heads of St·:J.te 

14 J. Bandyopadhyaya, t-brth OVer South: A !'bn-~·:estern 
Perspective of International Relations (Delhi,1982), 
p.206. 
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or Government reaffirrred that the achievement of the full 

economic potential rests on the developing oountries and 

entails the follo""ing factors 1 

(a) individual self-reliance in order that developing 
countries may. utilise their economic potential 
to cooperate among themselves~ 

(b) intensification of economic cooperation between 
developing countries~ 

(c) strengthening of their solidarity and the coordi
nation of the activities of the developing 
countries in a comi'iDn front against all attempts 
of imperialists to sow division and to apply 
pressure.15 

It sought complete restructuring of international 

economic order: (a) fundamental restructuring of international 

trade with special reference to the terms of trade-ensuring 

fair and renunerative price in real terms for prima~J export 

products~ (b) fundamental restructuring of world production 

on the basis of a ne''' international division of labour: 

(c) radical overhauling of the international monetary arran

gements by removing the dominant role of international 

currencies in international reserves: (d) adequate transfer 

of re3ources on an assured, continuous and predictable basis; 

(e) urgent and adequate solution to the problem of external 

debt particularly of the "least developed and the rnost seriou-

sly affected nations"; and (f) financial and technological 

15 Declaration of Heads of state or Government 
o~ N:>n-aligned countries, Colombo 1979, Paragraph 2. 
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assistance to the developing nations for the development 

f th . . . lt 16 o e~r agr~cu ure. 

l1Jreover 1 the C::>lombo Conference also welcomed the 

"exemplary unity" of the nonaligned states at the UNCTAD-IV 

and the General Assembly of the UN towards the Global economic 

issues". It is suffice to add that _the O:>lomb:> Summit showed 

an initiative I'OC>re towards ~uth-South Cooperation than N:>rt~ 

South. 

Hot-.rever, tv;o landmarks in this context are the 1-~'t·' 

Delhi Consult2tions among forty-four developing countries 

(February 22-24 1 1982) and the Seventh Sumnit of the tbnaligned 

countries held in N=w Delhi from Barch 7 to 12, 1983. 'llie 
·) 

.Nev1 Delhi consultations have greater imPortance for the South-

south O:>operation. 'llie Seventh .tbnaligned summit covered a 

wider spectrum of interhational politics, though it laid 

great emphasis on creating a new international economic order 

through :tbrth-South Dialogue and south- Ebuth Cooperation. 

'!he sUI1'll7lit at New Delhi expressed grave concern at the 

v1orld economic crisis and its adverse consequences for the 

developing countries. It focused on the international negoti-

ation scene. The declaration accused some of the developed 

16 Abdal A. Bashai, Non-alignment: t-brth-South 
and 5:mth-SOuth" 1 in r.t:>h amT.ad El- Sayed sal im, ed., 
t-bn-Alignrrent in a Cl1anging World (Cairo, 1983), 
p.103. 
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countries for a symetrical interdependence, as a result 

of their negative attitude, for they neither allowed nor 

facilitated the "adoption of an integrated approach to the 

solution of international economic problem:;". The summit 

lamented that for the first tirre since the ~cond World War 

there had been a decline in the per capita GDP of many 

developing countries. Mrs. Indira Gandhi, the Late Prime-

Minister of India, highlighted the fact that lately there 

has been four consecutive years of stagnation or decline in 

the world economy. ~'1orld production has regressed 1.2 per 

cent in 1981 and trade had stagnated. 

.) 
Unemployment in developed countries now 
exceeds 30 million or 10 percent of the 
labour force on the average, the highest 
level since the Great Deoression. In ooorer 
countries, ,.,here unemployment is chronic, 
the situation is :oarticularly harro,..;ing. 
Human proble~s have grown enormously in oil 
importing developing countries, especially 
the lov1 income ones .1 7 

1he meeting with its programme of decolonisation, 

disarmament, detente and development gave much emphasis to 

the economics of the prevailing international crisis as to 

the political. Though an urgent need was felt for world 

rronetary reform, because of great Depression, the summit gave 

equal emphasis to the rerroval of immediate hardships faced 

17 D1dira Gandhi, "Independence, Development, 
Disarmament and Peace are indivisible" 
(Indira Gandhi's Inaugural Address· to the 

·SUmmit), Reviet-.r of D1ternational Affairs 
(Belgrade), vol. XXXIV, no.792, 5 April 1983, 
pp.lS-18. 
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by the developing countries. It reiterated that the interna-

tional economic crisis was merely a cyclical phenomenon, rather 

a symptom of structural mal-adju.s~ent marked, inter alia, 

by increasing imbalances and inequalities to the detriment 

of the development prospects of the developing countries. 

The Heads of state or Government at the l\fe1;: Delhi summit 

stressed their determination to continue their efforts for 

strengthening and promoting international cooperation. They 

attached special importa~ce to cooperation among nonaligned 

and other developing countries as an essential part of the 

N IEO and as an ins trumer. t for build:j. ng it. 

The tbnaligned Ivbvement has stood firmly for a thorough-

going restructuring of international economic relations. 

vJe are against exploitation. we are for each nation's 
right to its resources and policies. We want an 
equal voice in the operation of international insti
tutions. We reiterate our commitment to the establish
ment of a :rew International Economic Order based on 
justice and equality ••• An International C:>nference on 
Ivbney and Finance for Development, ,.,hich is not "'eighted 
in favour of the North, is an urgent need. Problems 
of money and Finance also burden the countries of the 
~brth and have to be solved in a mutually beneficial 
manner. Such a conference should suggest comprehensive 
reforms of the international monetary and financial 
system which is nm.-; recognised as out-of-date, inequi
table, and inadeauate. It Should facilitate the mobi
lisation of developmental finance for investment in 
vital areas such as food, energy and induc:;trial develop
ment. A major debt restructuring eY.ercise must be 
undertaken. '11le debt problem of developing countries 
has assumed unorecedented dimensions. Its servicing 
alone absorbs over a quarter of their total effort of 
earnings.l8 · 

18' Ibid. 
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~~.r Delhi SUmmit elevated the analysis of the economic 

problems of entire world. Presumably, it was because of 

this reason that the outcome of ~e summit "'as v.rarmly welcomed. 

Even • New York Times •, "applauded its draft as a polemicfree 

19 appeal". 

In this context, the eighth summit of Nbn-aligned 

countries at Harare in 1986 proved purposive and successful 

within the parameters that define the 25-year-old initiative. 

Indeed, in many ways the Harare meeting marks a definite 

advance over the previous summit in Ne~r Delhi. 'Ihe attention 

was given the grave economic situation of the third world. 

The economies of the developed '!t.?Orld were 1::eing subsidised 
.l 

by the developing ,.,orld. The cost of the debt servicing 

alone had gone up to 54 billion dollars, and the total debt 

burden of the third '1.\-.orld amounted to a staggering 1,000 billion 

dollars, a figure someone uninitiated into arithmetic would 

be hard put to write correctly. This economic vandalism must 

stop if the unjust structure of the v.rorld economy is to be 

dismantled. It was also expressed for liberalisaticn of 

restrictions on the lending policies of the Internaticnal 

Monetary Fund and increase in the world Bank capital and its 

transfer to the developing countries. There was also a 

19 rew York Times, 13 :fvlarch 1983. 
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demand in favour of establishing a south-south Commission 

to open a dialogue within the third world on economic 

coooeratio n. 

The lc.st surnmi t of the !'bnaligned countries Hhich 

began in Belgrade on September 4, 1989 and concluded in the . 

earl"· hours of September 8 has once again brought into focus 

the continued efforts of the nonaligned movement in the 

economic sphere. One of the practical results achieved 

during the Surmnit ,.,ras the setting up of a South-South group 

through consultations arrong leaders assembled at Belgrade. 

Mr. Julius 1\'yerere, Cllairman of the South Commission, in the 

early hours of September 9 - that is just before the Surnrrdt 1 s 

concluding ·plennary session announced : 

"We must look within. 'nlere is need to complement 
the N:>rth-South dialogue by South-south Cooperation 
••• expanded cooperation arrong ourselves with 
accelerate our development. It will enhance our 
cohesiveness and, therefore, our credibility in 
world fora. It 1rrill increase our collective barg
aining power in the international community".20 

The document also proposed for the setting up of a 

11 r:ebtor 1 Forum" that had been advocated earlier as well. 

'lhis forum was intended 11 for the exchange of experiences 

and information and for mutual consultations \·dth a vie\·7 

to strengthening their negotiating position in the area of 

external debt". 

20 Bangkok Post (Bangkok), 15 september, 1989. 
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THE MAIN ISSUES AND PROBLEMS OF NIEO 

A Gandhian Feture in NIEOs After discussion of NAM's 

role for the estabJ,ishment of NIEO one is hunted by the 

questions like what are the main issues, problems and propo-

sals of NIEO. In this context, there are two main aspects 

of the larger NIEO problem. First, the issues involved in 

NIEO proposals and, secondly, the problems or obstacles in 

th . al' t. 21 e~r re J.sa J.On. In roost of the proposals of NIEO, a 

realisation of Gandhian outlook of problems of development 

is implicitlY and often quite clearly evident. It is especi

ally notable in the underlying NIEO assUI'iption of the world 

wide good ~eighbourliness and the essential cooperation among 

men and nations. 

'l1le real and the rrost irrportant issue-the emergence of 

a peaceful and auitable ¥orld of free nations - constitute 

the therre of NIEO. The cruestions of developrrent and survival 

and peace are related to armaments and disarmament:- hunger 

and nourishment; population and poverty; unemployment, 

industrialisation and agriculture; urbanisation, ecology 

and mechanisation; oil and energy; free and faster source 

of communication; depletion of natural resources, democrati-

sation of international institutions, reformation of financial 

21 Anurag Gangal, Hev: InternationalEconomic Order: 
A Gandhian Perspective (Delhi, 1985), p.12. 
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and monetary bodies and procedures; establishrrent of· a n5' 

information order; and the peaceful uses of nuclear power, 

etc. These ntimeiOus problems could be effectively solved -

only throu~h massive, many-sided effort backed by strong 

political wUl. 22 

The condition of povert,y in the developirk] countries 

is so acute that it poses a great threat to their social 

existence. There are 800 million people m::>stly in the 

developing and poor countries for whom starvation is routine~ 3 

Yet, there is another harsh truth. Despite such facts and 

experiences, the developing countries are unquestioningly 

following the t·Jestern path of high technological development 
.) 

which may further aggravate their food and uneinJ:)loyment 

burdens. The greater the mechanisation, the lesser the need 

of manual labour. The higher technological developrrent 

necessitates the involvement of fewer hands in the process 

of production. 

The eno:rmous expenditure ~n armaments by the N:>rth s 

tend to aggravate poverty, hunger, and unemployment. For 

they also mean diversion of rec5ources from areas of production 

such as food and agriculture, and cottage and small-scale 

industries which would have provided food to the masses and 

generated employment. 

22. Ibid~ p.13. 

23 The Economic Times (~w Delhi), 
9 Augm:t 1983. 
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After everything has been said and done one comes to the 

question of, "what is the achievement of ~M in the context of 

" NIEO? Frankly speaking, despite the efforts made ~.r the NAM 

leadership and the consensus reached by the countries concerned, 

even though they are a majority of the world comnunity, very 

little has been done in real terms. The struggle of the rrovement 

for an NIOO is not very encouraging. Because there are several 

obstacles to NIEO• The first and forerrost problem lies to NIEO 

is the great diversity among the de~loping countries in the 

fields of languages, customs, pOlitical ideologies, forms of 

government, political strategies, etc. Besides another lacuna 

lies in investing their wealth for luxurious goods and useless 
.) 

armaments. 

Last, but not least, obstacle to the economic and political 

postulates of NIEO arise from the unchanging attitudes of the 

developed N:>rth and United states in particular. The countries 

like United States, Britain, France are not ready to give fuller 

representation to the developing countries in various decision-

making international fora like the \'lorld Bank and IMF. The N:>rhh 

has been irrposing several trade and other restrictions on eYpOrts 

from the developing nations. Apart from the fluctuating prices 

in the international market, the fluctuating eychange rates also 

put hurdle in the developmental process of these developing 

countries. 
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1-bwever, the contribution or role of ~M for reordering 

international economic relations is no less important. Over 

the years the nonaligned movement has changed its emphasis 

from political to economic sphere. so the nost important 

trend in the transformation of the rrovement has been the 

realisation of the need of the n~v international economic 

order. 'lhe idea of the traditional nonalignment was anti-

colonialism, anti-neo-oolonial ism. But the traditional 

nonalignment underwent a dramatic change. It has made an 

awareness among the developed countries that same sort of 

change in the economic system has to be brought about. The 

N:>rth-South dialogue has therefore been effective. in one way 
) 

at least as it has prevented the :tbrth from imposing n~: 

contentions based on its ovm personal needs. 

encouraging 
Though the progress on the economic front has not beenJ 

yet the quadrupling of the membership of the nonaligned 

community in thirty years is positive proof of its popularity. 

Every new membership means one more nation subscribing to 

the ideals of the movement. What the rrovement has achieved 

in three decades might not irrpress some but just a thought 

of What things might have been if the nonaligned movement had 

not sounded a note of caution and put in a word of sanity in 

times of international stress and strain makes one aware of 

its role not only in economic field but also related to other 

contexts also. 



a-IAPTER-V 

CONCLUSION 
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tbnalignment was born in concept and action, during 

the era of bloc confrontation and anti-colonial revolution. 

Its main rrotivation and objectives ,._.ere to help its member 

countries to fight for and try to maintain their sovereignty, 

political independence and economic development. Ho"t·:ever, 

the leaders of the movement were a~-;are of the organic link 

beb1een the national development and world peace. But the 

face and character of the movement has undergone significant 

changes. From about 25 members at its first sunmit (Belgrade), 

~1 has drawn now roore than 100 member nations and many obser

vers and guests representing various continents. The most 

surprise matter is that it has converted its initial critics 

to stunch supporters. 

Right since its inception, the nonaligned movement 

has em:phas ised the importance of peace. It is through NAM 

that. the concepts of nonalignment and peaceful coexistence 

have acquired v . .Orld-wide significance. Peace, cooperation, 

freedom and economic "t>rell-being have been the main objectives 

of nonaligned rrovement. The rrost expicit express ion of non

alignment v.1as a rejection of military pacts. This produced 

some strange but significant results. It bas helped in has

tening the process of decolonisation in varioUs parts of the 

world. The _struggle against colonialism and racial discrimi

nation is also a contribution towards the elimination of 

causes of tension and wars. The initiative for detente 

originated with nonaligned countries. 
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Another aspect of the struggle for peace. is the nonal i

gned campaign against military intervention and interference 

in the internal affairs of other countries. such interventions 

aggravate tensions within and between states. lwbreover, 

preservation of independence is essential for the promotion 

of peace and justice in international society. 'Ihe movement 

has promoted the cause of peace by insisting on the peaceful 

settlements of disputes and by denouncing the use of force 

regardless of attempted justification and by insisting that 

all crisis situation should be dealt with under the auspices 

of the United Nations. A,_oart from it, the rrovernent has 

consistently chaq:>ioned the cause of disarl1Ement. It is the 

persistent,) efforts of this m::>vement which brought the nuclear 

powers around to the vie~·' that u nuclear ,-ar is un, . .'!nnable and 

should never be fought. Last, but not least, N~u"!'s struggle 

for establishing new international economic oroer for econo-

mic development of third world countries is note";orthy. The 

gap bet\-Jeen the developed N:)rth and the under development 

South has threatened world peace. It 'lf!OUld be sufficient to 

say that during the last three decades, the nonaligned 

movement has served as a beacon of hope for a troubled humanity 

seeking peace and sener world, free from arms race, the cold 

war, underdevelopment, racialism, apartheid, poverty and 

hunger. It is the NAM, the only international organisation 

subservient to United Nations which played a greater role for 

Horld peace. 
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H:nvever, mM is also too often criticised for its 

inability to succeed in certain fields. The rrovement could 

not prevent the Chinese aggression of 1962, nor the Pakistan 

aggression of 1965 and 1971 against India and the latest 

Iraq •s attack on KUt··ait. And recent changes reg2rd ing super

powers status have added fuel to the fire of criticism. But· 

this does not mean that N.l\M has not achieved any concrete 

result or not achieved any success and failure is only hall

mark of its identity. Every organisation has to take in its 

stride roth failures and success. It is true also even with 

the United Nations, "nich was hailed at its inception as a 

great instrument of peace. After all, it is better to have 

fought and lost,)than not to have fought at all. 

Besides, failure in case of ~H is very obvious due to 

its over-size and lack of ideological inspiration. Its heter-

oqenei:W has made it vulnerable to outside pressures. It has 

no clear-cut ideology or goals except the preservation of 

tvorld peace. And within the organisation itself, :-:JAM is 

riddled ..,:i th bilateral quarrels, open wars and rovert as ,.·ell 

as overt ·interference in the internal affairs of others. 

Jvbreover, there are subgroups \odthin the rrovement "·i th their 

local or regional interests which run countrr to the professed 

goal of world peace. 

All these have been said and done it v.rOuld not be presum

ptous to say that NAM has been contributio:;J to the cause of 

world peace in its own small way and according to its own 
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judgement arrived at by consensUs· With over 100 members, 

diverse interests, strong subgroup loyalties and Big power 

affinities Ni\M has irrparted to the cause of world peace. 

It has survived and made o:>ntribution amidst superpower 

pressures, economic domination, neo-colonialism, bilateral 

quarrels and ideological overtones. 

The.role of the nonaligned movement in the preservation 

of 'WOrld peace and security is via1ed in this sense. Supporting 

the basic rights and duties of third world countries particu-

larly, the nonaligned movement is the only historical force 

of such a gigantic size at the present period t\+Iich can 

influence the solution of different problems posing a threat 
) 

to world peace. It has to survive for to.morro\>.•, because todav 

world peace is also in danger. It also has to keep up the 

name of its founding fathers and rise to the fore with deter-

mination and clarity of thought to achieve its basic aim -

preservation of world peace. It has to prove the vision of 

late Prime Minister Mrs Indira Gandhi that "the nonaligned 

" movement is the greatest peace movement in the history. 
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